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The Honorable Jim Hodges
and Members of the General Assemblv
On behalf of the State Board of Directors, I am pleased to report the activities
of the Division of Foster Care Review for 1998. From January 1, 1998, through
December 31, 1998, local volunteer review board merrrbers conducted 7,948
reviews on 4,614 children who remained in the foster care system longer than
four consecutive months. Review board volunteers were diligent in their efforts
to determine the steps taken by the Department of Social Services towards
perrnanence for these children.
As required by statute, the Division has encouraged the return of children to
their natural parents when appropriate; has promoted and encouraged the
Department of Social Services to place children with persons suitable and
eligible as adoptive parents; has advised foster parents of their rights to
petition the Family Court for termination of parental rights and adoption; and
has recommended that all efforts be exerted by the Department of Social
Services to secure peffn€[nent homes for these children.
The Division is committed to continued efforts to improve the delivery of
services to foster children and their families in South Carolina. Please do not
hesitate to contact me at734-0480 if you have any questions pertaining to this
report.
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EXECUTTVE SUMMARY
Every child in South Carolina deserves the opportunity to grow up knowing the
many advantages of a safe, secure, healthy, permanent famity. Unfortunately,
many children do not have such an opportunity. From January 1, 199g, to
December 31, 1998, the Foster Care Review Board reviewed 4,618 children
whose lives revolved around the impermanence of foster care. Although foster
care was designed to be a temporary, time-limited situation for children who
must be removed from their homes; too many of these children lose their
childhood waiting for permanent families. As of December 31, 1998, 1,741
children reviewed had already spent more than two years in foster care. Fifty-
eight percent (58%) of these children were less than twelve years old.
The Foster Care Review Board provides an external system of accountability
and advocacy for children and families involved with the foster care system.
The Review Board looks at the entire system affecting the children and their
families, identifies deficiencies, and advocates for due process and quality
service delivery. During 1998, post-review referrals and advocacy efforts *.r.initiated a total of 1,858 times for children reviewed by local boards. These
efforts were made to address identified concerns and to advocate for
permanence for children in our foster care system.
There are thirty-six local review boards across the state that conduct semi-
annual case reviews of all children who have resided in foster care more thanfour consecutive months. There is at least one local review board in eachjudicial circuit. The number of boards is determined by the number of children
who are in foster care in each circuit. Each local board is comprised of five
members who must be residents of the circuit they represent. The 180 local
board members are appointed to senre on local boards by the Governor upon
the recommendation of their legislative delegations. Utilizing local citizens in
the review process for children in foster care promotes community awareness
and responsibility for addressing the problem of child abuse and neglect.
The Foster Care Review Board is supported by a seven member State Board.The State Board meets quarterly and is responsible for reviewing and
coordinating the activities of the local review boards and making
recommendations in an annual report to the Governor and the General
Assembly with regard to foster care policies, procedures, and identified
deficiencies of agencies which arrange for foster care of children. The State
Board makes recommendations regarding the foster care system based on
trends noted subsequent to the statistical analysis of deficiencies identified
during individual case reviews conducted by local review boards. The State
Board is also responsible for promulgating regulations, upon recommendation
of the Division Director, to carrSr out the mission of the organization.
Pursuant to a contract with the South Carolina Department of Health and
Human Services, the Review Board has developed and implemented a Medicaid
Quality Assurance review process for children placed in Medicaid funded
tJrerapeutic placements. This quality review system has been incorporated into
the Review Board's current structure and has been operational since 1992.
During 1998, twenty-five percent (25o/ol of the children reviewed by local boards
were in therapeutic placements funded by Medicaid.
Participation in court proceedings to present the recommendations issued by
local review boards and address barriers impeding progress has proven an
effective way to advocate for permanency for children lingering in the foster
care system. The Review Board has legal standing in Family Court as a party
in interest. During 1998, Review Board legal staff participated in seventy-three
court proceedings involving children reviewed by local boards.
Each year, pursuant to statute, the State Board of Directors makes
recommendations to the Governor and to the General Assembly with regard to
the foster care system in South Carolina. These recommendations are based
on a combined analysis of foster care cases reviewed by the thirty-six local
review boards and data collected through related research. The two
recommendations made for 1998-99 point out the need for enhanced
adherence to recent statutory revisions to the South Carolina Children's Code
and the need for all entities with responsibilities for the well-being of foster
children to fully utilize and recognize the value and benefit of citizen review in
South Carolina. Without a unified effort on the part of all child serving
systems, the same frustrations will continue to hinder progress for children in
South Carolina.
In June 1998, the South Carolina General Assembly enacted statutes to
comply with the federal Adoption and Safe Families Act of 1997. The Adoption
and Safe Families Act addresses the importance of permanence for children in
our foster care system. The law seeks to address safety issues for children and
promotes adoption for children who cannot be reunited with their biological
families in a timely manner. The required enhancement of adoption services
will provide children who cannot return to their families a chance to achieve a
permanent home within a reasonable time and prevent these children from
spending large segments of their childhood in the foster care system. The Act
shortens time frames for pennanency hearings and stipulates new case plan
and review requirements to facilitate timely pennanent placements for children
in foster care. South Carolina revisions to the Children's Code during 1997
were consistent with many of the provisions required under the Adoption and
Safe Families Act.
The Review Board remains committed to working collaboratively with the
Department of Social Services, Guardian ad Litem Programs, local Foster
Parent Associations, and other child welfare entities to address systemic issues
impacting the child welfare system. One part of this collaborative effort is the
Review Board's routine participation in the certification training of new
caseworkers at the South Carolina Department of Social Services and trainingfor individual counties and regions as requested. During 1998, LTs
caseworkers participated in training provided by the Review Board. Through
this effort toward enhanced understanding and improved communication, we
have learned that working together we do make a difference in the lives of
children and families across South Carolina.
MISSION STATEMENT
The Division of Foster Care Review provides an external system of
accountability and advocacy for children and families involved with the
foster care system. The Division utilizes panels of communit5r
volunteers to promote safe, permanent homes for children in foster care
in a timely manner and to increase public awareness regarding the
impact of child abuse and neglect.
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT
In the early 1970's in South Carolina, many child welfare professionals and
citizen groups began advocacy efforts on behalf of children in the foster care
system. These efforts resulted from their concern over the plight of the chitd
adrift in the foster care system. The ultimate result of these efforts was the
establishment of the South Carolina Children's Foster Care Review Board
System in 1974, the first such organization in the nation.
Six major private organizations between 1970 and 1974 spearheaded the initial
efforts to obtain permanent homes for children in foster care. These
organizations were the American Civil Liberties Union, the South CarolinaCouncil for Human Rights, the South Carolina League of Women Voters, theMidlands Chapter of the National Association of Social Workers, the SouthCarolina Youth Workers Association and Helping Hands of Aiken County.
Child psychiatrists, child psychologists, social work professors, law professors,
and various church leaders also participated as private citizens to help give
direction to the project.
Research to document the condition of foster care in South Carolina was aprimary focus of these organizations. Four studies were done in cooperation
with Representative Carolyn Frederick, Vice-Chairperson of the South CarolinaGeneral Assembly's Study Committee on Legal and Legislative Matters
Pertaining to Children. The results of these four studies showed the following:
o Seventy-six percent (760/ol of the children in the Department of Social
Services foster care program would neither return home nor be adopted
under the existing system. Services were not being provided to the parlntsby the system to facilitate return home, and no efforts were made to free
many children eligible for adoption under the abandonment statute.
o I survey of fourteen private and three public institutions, formerly known
as orphanages, showed that the Department of Social Services placed forty-
three percent (43o/o) of the children while private placements accounted for
fifty-seven percent (57o/o) of the children placed. Twenty to fifty percent (2O-
5O%) of these children were eligible for adoption under the abandonment
statute; however, none of these institutions stated that adoption was one of
their services. In addition, most of these institutions offerCd no services to
families to enable these children to return home.
Forty-three percent (43o/o) of the children in foster care had been in two or
more foster placements and eighteen percent (18%) had been in three or
more.
No method existed to keep track of children in foster care. The courts
expressed concern about children being lost in the system. Even when
children were freed for adoption, the courts had no way of knowing if the
children had been placed adoptively.
o The cost to taxpayers for keeping children in foster care was growing
steadily with no resolution in sight.
o Children were suffering irreparable psychological damage as victims of
foster care drift.
The findings from these studies clearly indicated the need for a system to
monitor the cases of children in foster care to achieve appropriate permanent
placements for these children. Thus, a statewide foster care review board
system was legislated by the 1974 General Assembly. In March of L9ZS,
Governor James Edwards, by Executive Order, established the Office of Child
Advocacy as a division of the Office of the Governor. This Executive Order
charged that the Office of Child Advocacy establish and coordinate the
Children's Foster Care Review Board System and act as ombudsman on behalf
of the abused, neglected, abandoned and dependent children of the State. Theinitial funding for the Review Board System as part of the Office of Child
Advocacy was shared by the State and the Edna McConnell Clark Foundation.
The Children's Foster Care Review Board System was fully funded by the
General Assembly as a separate state agency in 1977. The Office of Child
Advocacy existed as a program of the Review Board System until 1980, at
which time it was returned to the Governor's Office. While a part of the Review
Board System, the Office of Child Advocacy conducted an ombudsman programfor children in general and a training program in the prevention and
identification of child abuse and neglect for hospitals and other organizations
upon request.
In 1985, the Review Board System was placed under proviso legislation in
order to restructure and reorganize the Agency. Permanent legislation and
regulations passed by the General Assembly in 1986 restored the Agency to
permanent status. South Carolina state government restructuring in July
1993 returned the Foster Care Review Board to the Governor's Office as a
separate division under the office of Executive policy and programs.
The Division of Foster Care Review is currently comprised of a staff of twentSr-
one serving thirty-six review boards across the State. The Review Board
System reviews the cases of approximately 5,000 children in foster care bi-
annually; statistically evaluates the state of foster care in South Carolina; and
makes recommendations to the Governor, the General Assembly and child-
caring facilities as outlined by South Carolina law.
STATUTORY AUTHORITY FOR THE AGENCY
Section 20-7-2376 et seq., of the South Carolina Code of Laws, creates the
Children's Foster Care Review Board System and establishes the Division to
administer case reviews. The Division is supported by a State Board which
consists of seven members, all of whom must be past or present members of alocal review board. There must be one member from each congressional
district and one member from the State at-large, all appointed by the Governor
with the advice and consent of the Senate. Members of the State Board serve
four-year terms and until their successors are appointed and qualify. A
chairperson is elected from the membership of the State Board for a two-year
term.
The State Board is responsible for:
o the promulgation of regulations, upon recommendation of the Division
Director, pursuant to the provisions of South Carolina Code of Laws Section
2O-7-2376 et seq., relating to the functions, policies, and procedures of the
Review Board System;
o the promulgation of regulations, upon recommendation of the Division
Director, to provide for review of necessary reports and other information
required from state, count5r and private agencies and institutions, and to
report to the Family Court on the status of court ordered treatment plans;
o the dissemination of the annual report to the Governor and General
Assembly which includes recommendations regarding foster care policies,
procedures, and any deficiencies of public and private 
"g"n"i,-" andinstitutions which arrange for foster care for children, and the activities of
the Review Board System;
o the review and coordination of the activities of the local review boards; and
o the creation or dissolution of local review boards as necessary to maintain
appropriate caseloads for each board.
2.
There are thirt5r-six local review boards, each composed of five members, with
at least one local board in each of the sixteen judicial circuits throughout the
state. Board members are appointed by the Governor upon the
recommendation of their respective legislative delegations. South Carolina
Code Section 2O-7-2385 provides that the appointments from Dorchester and
Georgetown Counties'are governed by provisions of Act 512 and Act 515 of1996, respectively, which allows their county councils to make
recommendations.
The functions and duties of local review board members are as follows:
1. To review every six months, but no less frequently than once every six
months, the cases of children who have resided in public foster care for a
period of more than four consecutive months and to review every six
months the cases of children who have resided in private foster care for a
period of more than six consecutive months to determine what efforts
have been made by the supervising agency or child-caring facility to
acquire a permanent home for the child.
In private foster care cases, review boards will recommend continued
placement in the child-caring facilit5r unless the parents are able to
resume care, in at least those instances when:
children are privately placed in privately owned facilities or group homes;
and
a notarized Affidavit of Summary Review is executed by the child-caring
facility and is valid on its face; and
the Affidavit of Summary Review is submitted to the board every six
months. It must be accepted by the board if it attests to the statutorily
mandated conditions and is valid on its face. I
Except as provided in subsection (2), local review boards are to
encourage the return of children to their natural parents. However, if
during a case review the local review board determines that this return is
not in the best interest of the child, they must recommend to the
appropriate agency that action be taken for a maximum effort to place
the child for adoption.
I Effective January I, 1994, children privately placed in private children's homes were no longer reviewed by the Foster Care Review
Board. Statutory authority was granted to the Review Board in Proviso #6DD.39 of the Fiscal Year 93194 budget to cease these reviews. The
General Assembly believed it to be a more appropriate use ofstate dollars to focus reviews on the cases ofchildren who are in the custodv of
the State rather than private cases.
3.
4.
5.
6.
To promote and encourage all agencies and facilities involved in placing
children in foster care to place children with persons suitable and 
"tigiUt-as adoptive parents.
To advise foster parents of their right to petition the Family Court for
termination of parental rights and for adoption and to .rr"orrr"ge fosterparents to initiate these proceedings in an appropriate case when it hasbeen determined by the local review board that return to the naturalparent is not in the best interest of the child.
To recommend that a child-caring faciliry or agency exert all possible
efforts to make arr€rngements for perrnanent foster care or guardianshipfor children for whom return to natural parents or adoption is notfeasible or possible as determined during a case review ty the local
review board.
7 - To report to the State Office of the Department of Social Services and
other adoptive or foster care agencies any deficiencies in these agencies,
efforts to secure permanent homes for children. These deficiencies areidentified in the local boards' reviews of these cases.
Case findings or recommendations of a local review board are advisory. Anyperson or agency aggrieved by an action or recommendation of a local reviewboard may seek relief by petition to the family court of that count5r which thenissues a rule to show cause that states why the action or recommendation ofthe local review board should not be set aside or modified. The Foster Care
Review Board also may participate in judicial reviews of a child's case, but willfile a motion to intervene if it intends to become a party to the action.
No person may be employed by the Division or serve on the state or a localfoster care review board if the person:
f . is the subject of an indicated report or affirmative determination of abuse
or neglect as maintained by the Department of Social Services in theCentral Registry of Child Abuse and Neglect pursuant to Section 2O-T-680; or,
2. has been convicted or pled guilty or nolo contend.re to an "offense against
the person' as provided for in Title 16, Chapter 3; or, an "offense afainst
morality or decenc/ as provided for in Title 16, chapter 15; or,
contributing to the delinquency of a minor, as provided for in Section 16-
17-490.
l0
Before a person is employed by the Review Board or before an appointment or
reappointment is made to the State Board or a local foster care review board,
the Review Board submits the name of the potential employee or board member
to the Department of Social Services for a records check of indicated reports or
affirmative determinations from the Central Registry of Child Abuse and
Neglect and to the South Carolina Law Enforcement Division for a criminal
records background check to veri$r the applicant's status.
ll
1998-1999 FOSTER CARE REVIEW BOARD RECOMMENDATIONS
Pursuant to South Carolina Code Section 20-7-2376 et s€e., the South
Carolina Board of Directors for the Review of Foster Care of Children annually
makes recommendations to the Governor and to the General Assembly with
regard to the foster care policies, procedures, and practices of public agencies
which arrange for the foster care of children. These recommendations are
determined through analysis of foster care cases reviewed by the thirty-six local
review boards and data collected through research and studies.
The personal, first-hand interviews of caseworkers, children, parents, foster
parents and other interested parties give local board members an in-depth look
at individual cases. The statistical data compiled from the review of foster care
cases allows the local boards to develop a general view of the system operating
on behalf of the individual child. The State Board presents the combined
analysis of 1998 review-related information and information obtained from the
Review Board's participation in other aspects of the child welfare system as the
1 998- 1999 annual recommendations.
RECOMMENDATION I
The Review Board recommends that the South Carolina Department ofSocial Senrices, the Family Court, and guardians qd litem appointed to
rePresent children in abuse and neglect proceedings in South Carolina,
strictly adhere to the statutory requirements of South Carolina Children's
Code.
Leeislative Historv
During 1998, the South Carolina General Assembly enacted changes to bringSouth Carolina into compliance with the federat Adoption and Safe Families
Act of 1997. In 1997, prior to the implementation of the Adoption and Safe
Families Act, the South Carolina General Assembly had enacted changes in thepennanency planning statutes to include adoption assessments and child-
specific recruitment. These revisions to the South Carolina Children,s Code
contain requirements for implementing permanent plans for children in foster
care by providing timely and quality hearings, child-specific adoption
recruitment and thorough adoption assessments for children who cannot
return to their families.
l2
Legal Issues
. Legal concerns indicating a lack of compliance with statutory requirements
comprised forty-five percent (45o/o) of the total Areas of Concern identified by
local review boards during reviews conducted in 1998. This represents a
fifteen percent (15%) increase in the number of legal concerns identified in
1997 concerning the same statutory requirements.
"The Reubw Board is tlrc onlg bodg that putls togetlrcr information
from parents, children, foster parents, gaardians ad. Iitem,
caseworlcers and other interested parties to malce an in-depth case
assessment related to permanenca for tte chitd in tle form of a
recommendation to the Familg Court judge." Local reuiew board
member
Review Board data for 1998 indicates that permanency planning hearings
were not held as per statutory time requirements in I,278 reviews of
children conducted by local review boards. This number represents thirteen
percent (l3o/ol of the total Areas of Concern identified at foster care reviews
during 1998.
Review Board data for 1998 indicates in 763 reviews of children conducted
by local review boards that timely merits hearings were not held. This
number represents eight percent (8%) of the total Areas of Concern
identified at foster care reviews during 1998.
"C:ood famitg aurts mn lead families through a crisrs in a sensitiue
and construdiue wag as opposed to prouiding a battleground forlutman emotiorts wliere children are most often the uteapons in ile
battle." William E. Gladstone, Administratiue Jud,ge, FatrtilgJuuenile
Diuision, Eleuenth,Judicial Cirait Court of Ftorid.a
Adoption Assessment and Recruitment Issues
o Review Board data indicates a twent5r-three percent (23%) increase in the
number of children leaving foster care in 1998 to go into permanent,
adoptive homes when compared to 1997 data. Data for 1998 includes a
remaining number of finalized adoptions that were the result of the South
Carolina Families for Kids Program.
l3
*Euery gear thousands of children in North Ameica spend. gears in
substififie care waiting for a foreuer familg. Tlwse who adopt these
'special needso children face unique chnllenges, but tfua, Iike tleir
children, also experience tremendous rewards." North Ameican
council on Adoptable children, voies Fromthe Heart (1996)
Review Board data for 1998 indicates that thorough adoption assessments
and child-specific recruitment were not conducted as required by statute in
372 reviews of children conducted by local review boards.
"wlten I utas four uears old, it didn't matter to me tlwl som.eone wasgetting a research grant to shtdg the effects of foster care on
childlwod deuelopment. what I utanted wcts a last nam.e."2 conna
craig, Instififie for children, adoptee and adoption aduocate
Review Board data for 1998 indicates that approximately ten percent (10%)
of the children for whom local review boards recommended termination ofparental rights and adoption did not receive thorough adoption
assessments. Pursuant to South Carolina Code Section 20-7-766, a
thorough adoption assessment is to include conducting and documenting
face-to-face interviews with the child, foster care providers, and other
significant parties.
"children need.families for lrcatthg phgsical, mental, social, moral,
and emotional development...At the lteart of @ncern abutt
contemporary families rb the awareness that children need
committed, sttpportiue caregiuers uho witt be with ttem througlwut
their deuelopment.4
2 Cratg, C., What I Need Is A Mom, policE Revieu,\ Heritage press, Summer 19953 Andrews, A. & Morrison, B. The Changing American Familg: Impact on South Carolina's Children,Institute forFamilies in Society, University of South Carolina, Columbia, SC. (1997)
t4
'SW per@llt (60%0) of the homeless people in New york Citg are
products of tte foster-care sgstem; eightg perent (Bo%) of those in
the prison sgstem in the United Kingdom are reported to haue been in
foster care.'4 Gregory Kech PhD., child therapist
Review Board attorneys participated in seventSr-three (73) statewide Family
Court hearings during 1998. At a majority of the permanency planning
hearings, thorough adoption assessments were not conducted if a relative
had been located for a child. Relatives were not considered as adoptive
resources for children who could not return to their birth parents. South
Carolina Code Section 2O-7-766 requires that adoption be assessed prior to
selecting another plan for the child if the child is not to be returned home.
"I'egislatiue chnnges alone will not cause more children to be plaed
adoptiuely." Local reuieut board member
o Review Board data for 1998 indicates that there has been a twenty-four
percent (24%) increase in the number of adoption recommendations madeby local review boards when compared to 1997 recommendations for
adoption. These numbers indicate the growing number of children who wait
to have adoptive families identified.
oln order to meet the cltallenge of the growing need for adoptiuelwmes, agencies rrutst deuelop an innouatiue recruitment sgstem.
T?ris sgstem slwutd includ.e -general, child. specific and tirgeted.
recndtment. Targeted recnitment has prouen to be th.e most effectiue
mealls of attra$tng ttw right famities for partia,tlar chitdien and
teens.os Dr. Denise hodmary ind.epend.ent constltant focusing on
foster eare and adoptionrlssues
o According to the South Carolina Council on Adoptable Children, recent
Internet recruitment efforts generate approximately 4OO inquiries per month
on featured children. More emphasis on staffing, planning, action and
follow-up to successfully utilize this overwhelming response must be given
top priority by the south carolina Department of social services.
a Keck, G. & Kupecky, R., Adopting the Hurting Child, pnon hess, Colorado, 1995,s Goodman, D. Recruitment, Training and Support: The Essential Tools of Foster Care, published bg Famitg to
Familg: A Projed of the Annie E. Caseg Foundation, March 1998
l5
"For 75 aears, I utas uaiting for one familg, and in two montrrc,
because of tle Net, I ?wd three families...I rea.d. about each of ttrc
families and clwse one...,ttw adoption is finat now and I don't haue
to uorry about looking for a familg."a Daron cooper, 16 gear otd
adoptee
Review Board data indicates that 2,839 children reviewed during 1998
spent longer than twelve months in foster care. Research shows that the
longer children remain in foster care and the older they get, the less likely
they are to be placed in a permanent home. The United States Children's
Bureau estimates that, as of January 1999, there are 11o,OoO children
waiting to be adopted. Fifty percent (50%) of these 11O,OOO children have
been in foster care for thirty months or longer.
"TTtere is sffll a mind.set that teenagers are not good. undid.ates for
adoption. I can't think of a group of children who need. the
pelmanene of adoption more tlnn our teenagers.o LoqI reuiew
board member
Case Planning Issues
o Programmatic Areas of Concern comprised fifty-five percent (5S%) of the
total Areas of Concern identified at foster care reviews in 1998. These
concerns primarily relate to deficiencies in case planning.
oouerall, agencies we reuiew dont 'embroce' ottr role, but tlrcre are
some utho see tle critim.l need for sgstem ouersight.o Local reui.eut
board m.ember
o Review Board data for 1998 indicates twenty percent (2Oo/ol of the Areas of
Concern identified by local review boards resulted from incomplete or
inappropriate plans or delays in implementation of plans. South Carolina
Code Section 20-7-764 requires that each child's plan speciff the services to
be provided to the parents or guardians to assist them in accomplishing
6 Cooper, D., Because of tJle Net, I Found a Family, SC Youth Connected., Summer 1999, SC Department ofSocial Services
t6
objectives, time frames for completion, as well as
financial support and visitation.
responsibilities for
'using foster care reuieut to monitor good practice is a powerful tool
to improue the liues of children." Sarah Greenblatt, National Center
for PermanencA Planning
In 1998, nine percent (9o/o) of the areas of concern identified by local review
boards indicated that case plans for children and families were incomplete
or inappropriate. Specifically, the plans presented by the agency may not
have contained treatment objectives related to the reason for the child's
removal. Plans may not have been implemented with birth parents, or may
not address absentee parents. Non-custodial parents, or incarceratedparents, may not have been offered a treatment plan at all, or
responsibilities for visits and child support may not have been included as
required by statute.
"witten (ense plans) need to be deueloped bg parent and worlter
togetller to specifg uthat each uill do in the effort to reunifu the
familg. It lras long been lcnoun that thi^s stmpii techni4te ipeeds
case rlouernnt, clarifies expectations, empowers parents and hetps
tlemfoans on discrete taslcs.'7 Theod.ore Stein
Review Board data for 1998 indicates twelve percent (I2%) of the statewide
Areas of Concern were noted because progress reports from treatment
providers were not available. South Carolina Department of Social Service'spolicy requires monitoring of service delivery on a quarterly basis, and
continuous follow up to assure receipt of reports from providers for
purposes of evaluating the family and child's progress as well as progress
toward the permanent plan.
owlteneuer there is not an ouerseeing bodg or board., buremtcracies
tend to lose perspectiue. Tley begin to disregard poticg and. Tntrpose,
and begin to let personal fru:stration seep in. somelwut the best
interest of tle clild gets lost." Locat reuiew board. member
7 Stein, T' & Gambrill, E., "Facilitating Decision-Making in Foster Care: The Alameda project" Social Service
Review, Vol. 51,3, September, pp. 502-513.
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A lack of progress in achieving the permanent plan was identified as an area
of concern at 881 reviews of children in 1998, which comprised nine percent
(9%) of the state areas of concern in 1998. The Adoption & Safe Families
Act, as well as South Carolina statutes, prohibit extended delays which keep
children in foster care indefinitely. Delays in providing children with
permanent homes increased three percent (3%) when compared to 1997
data.
"I utant to put some perrnanencg irtto foster children's liues, be it back
wittttheir outnfamilies or a.doptiuefamilies. I justwantto make sure
theg haue some plae to belong." Local reuiew board member
RECOMMENDATION II
The Review Board recommends that all entities with responsibilities for
the well being of foster children in South Carolina work cbflectively with
the Foster Care Review Board in an effort to fully utilize and reco gnize
the value and benefit of citizen review in south carolina.
o The Review Board process provides internal and external opportunities for
accountability of services and permanency planning for all children
reviewed. Citizen review boards in each judicial circuit in South Carolina
conduct in-depth participatory reviews with all interested parties bi-
annually for all children spending longer than four months in foster care.
"The Reuiew Board. is ertremetg effeetiue in twtding the uarious
agencies accountabte to giuen siteia and. in pr.r"iting tle chitd.
from becoming lost in ttrc sgstern- It could. be a uital force in meeting
federal and state martdated time limits for permanenq if it is giuen
the credit and. resped it is due." Local reuieut board member
The Review Board maintains a comprehensive statewide data system on all
children reviewed. Critical data from each review is collected and in turn
forwarded to the South Carolina Department of Social Services. More useful
application of current, or other identified data, should be utilized to
facilitate positive change in South carolina's child welfare system.
l8
"It is cntcial to the health of a communitg that its citizens get inuolued
in the challenges facing its families." Local reuiew board member
Local review boards are the only source of a concise summary of information
gathered from interested parties participating in an informal, non-judicial
review setting. These summaries are sent to the agencies reviewed and to
the Family Court, as required by statute.
"Foster Care reuiewers are one of the few instittttions wlrcre tlrc
problems of ttre famitg, tlrc efforts of the state, and. the utork of thejudiciary meet. Reviewers are able to see wltat is working and whot
is wrong." chief Justice Robert N. wilentz, Neut Jerseg supreme
Court
Due to the high frequency of staff turnover in the child welfare system, the
Review Board's information from these reviews is frequently the only
consistent source of continuing information related to a child's journey
through the foster care system.
"The strongest indicator of state's preuention effarts was found to be
th.e extent to uthichthe ualues u)ere supported bg citizen groups. TIE
public media is a powerfut tool; tlrc ab,ilitg to utoik with tltem L a skrtl
thot slauld be ansi.d.ered necessary for chitd utelfare practitioners."s
Krisllrna Samantrai
Review board members bring various perspectives and backgrounds to the
review process. This diversity helps to broaden views as important
decisions are made and provides a wide range of valuable communit5r
resources to every county reviewed.
"Gauernm.ent bureaucraq xs most often impersonal. citizen
uolunteers enn aid. tte Departnent of Social Seruices personnel with
uitat input from the comnutnitg through their hand.s-oi sttpport of the
seruires giuento our children." Lou,l review board" mernbLi
8 Samantrai, K., "To Prevent Unneccessar5r Separation of Children and Families: public Law 96-272- policy
and Practice" Social Work, Vol. 37, 4, pp. 295-302. (1992)
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o The Review Board process brings community volunteers in touch with the
foster care system and maintains an unbiased focus on the best interest of
the child.
"lVfth gmr ftst-.in-the-n&on qttiren's foster ccre revieu.t lboardp,rwram, I lcrtout that scr.tth caro,Iinn e.an. be'wtadirw in tlu use af
uolunleqs in tle child uelfare sgstent- These uolunteers represenl,
the fust our soeieta has to.offer cluldren rttey work for u" arrd. *t,
ctitdre-n, and theibeeom.e ii n\ormea publicln4 nfor- ii piatiIn effed, tlwg beam.e a oo4stitglency for crrildren-" wiltiam .8.
Glad.stone, Administratiy- Judge, F*r@rnu,enile .Division, Eleuenth
,Jttdiciat Ciradt Cottrt of Floridi
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LOCAL FOSTER CARE REVIEW BOARD MEMBERS
The 180 volunteers who serve on local foster care review boards are the power that
drives the Division of Foster Care Review. The commitment and dedication affordedto the child welfare system in South Carolina by these concerned community
advocates is unmatched. During 1998, members serving on local foster care review
boards donated 9,808 hours of volunteer service to children and families in South
Carolina through their work on local boards. These volunteer hours do not include
the many other ways that local board members advocate for children, families, and
system reform outside of their monthly meetings.
There are four major areas in which citizen involvement in the third party review
process is beneficial. First, the citizens involved in an on-going program of foster
care review help to educate their local communities as to the needs of children and
families in their areas. A second important component is the strong advocacy skills
used by these volunteers to bring change to a large, unwieldy bureaucracy. Informed
citizens form a constituency for foster children, for the State legislature, leaders of
state government agencies, the family court, their local communities, and their ownfamilies. Third, the citizen reviewer brings an objective view to the case review
process by having a perspective that reflects no vested interest in any one dimension
of the system. Finally, citizen participation in the child review process draws the
community focus to children's issues. This involvement effectively broadens the base
of accountability for all public and private service providers operating on behalf of
children in South Carolina.
The unique position afforded to board members through their service on local boards
allows them to penetrate the veil of confidentiality that hides children in foster care
and to then appropriately advocate on their behalf. The South Carolin a citizen review
system is an outstanding example of the way public/private partnerships can work
together toward a common goal.
ST'MMARY OF STATISTICS ON SELDCTED VARIABLES RELATED TO
1998 REVIIW BOARD MEMBERSHIP AND STATISTICS
As of December 31, 1998
CATEGORY,' rr.,'r.::,, :,,,::,,:,,1,1; :,
Number of Local Board Seats
Active Members
Appointment Vacancies
Expired Terms
Members Attending 2/3 of Meetings
Perfect Attendance
Female Board Members
Male Board Members
Minority Board Members
Non-Minoriff Board Members
'ilfl998 .Ig-fAlS180
163
T7
DD
138
49
r23
38
58
103
I;998. ii
IOOo/o
9Oo/o
IIo/o
34o/o
85%
30%
76%
24o/o
360/o
64o/o
o/s,OF
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Thee following Position Description outlines the purpose, duties, and eligibility
requirements for local review board members.
POSITION DESCRIPTION . LOCAL REVIEW BOARD MEMBER
JOB PURPOSE
Under limited direction from the Division of Foster Care Review, each volunteer actively
participates in case reviews of children in foster care. Volunteers attend regular review
board meetings and participate in board decisions on children reviewed. Community input
is utilized by board members in assessing steps taken by custodial agency to facilitate
pennanence for children in foster care. Reviews conducted by review board volunteers fulfill
the federal and state statutory requirements for third party review of children in foster care.
JOB DUTIES
1. Formulates recommendations for permanent plans for cases reviewed; addresses
violations of law and policy found in cases reviewed and addresses barriers to
pennanence that may exist.
2. Examines and evaluates documents relevant to a child's case to determine efforts
made by the placing agency towards pennernence for the child. These documents
include, but are not limited to, case plans, court orders, psychological evaluations,
and related professional reports.
3. Conducts interviews and gathers information from interested parties attending
reviews for the purpose of determining efforts toward pennanence for the child. These
interested parties include, but are not limited to, birth parents, foster parents,
caseworkers, casework supervisors, adoption workers, professional treatment staff,
attorneys and Guardians ad litem.
4. Evaluates and assesses the status of court ordered treatment plans on individual
cases reviewed.
5. Participates as necessary in court hearings involving children reviewed.
Wtrat knowledge, skills and abilities are needed by an individual for appointment to
this position? Where/how would an individual normally acquire these skills, abilities
and lraowledge?
Service on a local board is a volunteer position. Members are recommended for appointment
by local legislative delegations and appointed for service by the Governor. The main
requirements are an interest in children and a willingness to commit the time needed for
service.
Describe the training and supenrision a volunteer receives in order to do this job.
All appointees operate in a volunteer capacity with limited supervision. Orientation and
basic certifrcation training courses are offered within the first year of service with on-going
annual training thereafter. Each local board is assigned a professional staff person who acts
as a resource and coordinator for the board.
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1998 REVIEW BOARD MEMBER OF THE YEAR
Each year the State Board of Directors recognizes one individual serving on a local
review board who has gone above and beyond their routine service as a board
member to improve the lives of children in South Carolina. This person is nominated
for this honor by local board members and staff. The qualifications of nominees are
reviewed by a selection committee comprised of one State Board member, two review
board members who were previously selected as Review Board Member of the Year,
and three staff members. The committee then presents a qualified individual to the
State Board for approval.
The person chosen as Review Board Member of the Year receives special recognition
from the Division and special coverage of th'-- arvard presentation is featured ir: thc
division newsletter. The name of each yearly recipient is added to a continuing wall
plaque maintained in the Review Board office.
Mrs. Esther Kelly of Review Board 58 in Richland County was selected as the 1998
Review Board Member of the Year. Esther has served as a faithful and dedicated
local board member since her original appointment to Board 58 in 1988. Esther is a
strong "behind the scenes" advocate for children and she is not one to brag or boast
about what she does to help others. She continues to donate time and money tojump-start special projects for foster children in Richland County. Some of these
include organizing Christmas gifts, making arrangements to have school strpplies
donated in the fall and lining up donations that make it possible for foster children to
attend summer camp.
As in years past, the Review Board is fortunate to have not only Esther, but so many
other wonderful volunteers working to make South Carolina a better place for
children in foster care.
ry#
'i:*r $i;.li'.i
Sl,lr:1)fil.r
K
Gwentor lim Hodges presents Estler KeIIy tuith tle 1998 Reaiau Board Member of tle Year Azuard. Senator Kay Patterson, Chairperson of tle RicilandCounty kgislatiue Delegation, looks on. 
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1998 Review Board Community Senrice projects
The Foster Care Review Board has many volunteers who express a desire to do more
for foster children in their communities than review cases each month. Local review
board members have resources and connections that reach far beyond the five people
who make up each board. During L998, many board members engaged these
resources through joint service projects in an effort to provide additional benefits to
the children in care.
Eighteen local review boards worked with their communities, churches, civic groups,
friends, families, and their county Departments of Social Services to develop service
projects and to show special appreciation to county caseworkers. Each of these
efforts was made in an attempt to utilize the wealth of resources statewide to
accomplish great things for children in foster care. A few examples of the service
projects initiated and developed by local review boards during 1998 are listed below:
o Funds were donated to purchase a bicycle for a child in care.
. Funds were collected and donated to SC Seedlings to purchase pages in the
Seedlings photolisting book. This book features children who are free for
adoption and waiting for adoptive homes to be identified.
o Clothing donations were collected from local civic groups specifically
targeted for children in foster care
Local churches sponsored "Undy Sundays" where church members donated
underclothing of all sizes and types to have on hand for children who enter
foster care with only the clothes on their backs.
Donations of toiletry items were collected and packed in small travel packs
for children to have when they enter foster care, or when moving from home
to home.
Duffle bags and back packs were collected to have on hand for children
coming into care.
Donations were collected for the South Carolina Foster Parents "suitcases
for Foster Children" drive.
Money for an annual fund for foster children was established in one county
in order to provide the means necessary for foster children to attend camps,
participate in special field trips, go to the prom, buy school pictures, etc.
Christmas donations of all types were gathered and delivered by local review
board members.
Numerous drop-ins were given around the state by local review boards to
say "thank you" to local Department of Social Services workers for the hard
work they do for children on a daily basis.
There are many other examples of such community contributions by local review
board members. These listed are just a few ways in which citizen reviewers
contribute their time and talents for children in South Carolina.
"...tue all haue a part in eachothels stones and tlerefore share in both the responsibilitg
and tle jog of seeing ttnt atl children haue a clnne; gours, mine, tluse *" onig see atL
distance, and tlwse ute don\ see at all because theg liue in the shadouts." Ina Hughes
LOCAL REVIEW BOARD MEMBERS
As of December 31, 1998
REVIEW BOARD MEMBER INFORMATION
Resldence county , Race sex oacupattonBoard
Board 1A
Eleanor Bilton
Valeria Staley
Ethel Williams
Linda Knott
Vacant
Board 18
Marsha Korpanty
Alice Pinckney
Linda Wright
Ginger Sims
Brenda Wallace
Board 2A
Cynthia Dial
Charles Weldon
Barbara Walker
Margie Blizzard
Vacant
Board 28
Arlene Graves
Mary Ann Rogers
Stephen McElmurray
Cheryl McGee
Vacant
Board 34
Rosa Conner
Laura McKnight
Lois Mclnville
Pegg Gardner
Board 38
Eric Bultman
Frances Hill
Dorothy Lyles
Rose M. Newman
Ruth Shuford
Holly Hill
Orangeburg
Elloree
St. Matthews
Summerville
St. George
Summerville
Orangeburg
Orangeburg
Williston
Barnwell
Beech Island
Perry
Denmark
Aiken
Aiken
Aiken
Kingstree
Kingstree
Manning
Manning
Sumter
Sumter
Sumter
Sumter
Bishopville
Orangeburg
Orangeburg
Orangeburg
Calhoun
Calhoun
w
B
B
w
F
F
F
F
retired/public health
retired educator
retired educator
secretary
school psychologist
retired /education
retired/ human services
banking
education
community volunteer
retired/ military/ clerry
retired/social worker
retired/ sales
retired/education
education
pharmacist
real estate
retired
retired
human services
retired
retired/ education
arts administration
program coordinator
homemaker
homemaker
homemaker
Dorchester
Dorchester
Dorchester
Orangeburg
Orangeburg
Barnwell
Barnwell
Aiken
Aiken
Aiken
Bamberg
Aiken
Aiken
Aiken
Bamberg
Williamsburg
Williamsburg
Clarendon
Clarendon
Clarendon
w
B
w
w
B
B
B
B
w
F
F
F
F
F
F
M
F
F
F
F
M
F
Carrie Sinkler-Parker Alcolu
B
w
w
w
B
B
B
w
w
M
F
F
F
F
B
B
w
w
w
F
F
F
F
F
Sumter
Sumter
Sumter
Sumter
lee
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Board 4A
Sue Brigman
Vacant
Herbert Washington
Martha Alderman
Vacant
Board 48
Sarah Campbell
Tommy McCray
Elizabeth Rivers
Lucy Brown
Wayne Sims
Board 5A
Brenda Grays
Henry Hopkins
John Kirby
Sandra Friedner
Mike Couick
Board 58
Esther Kelly
Jan Hadwin
Jean Slider
Wilbur Tucker
7-ephona Tucker
Board 5C
Susie Cureton
Clara DuBard
Mary Havens
Elizabeth Smith
Ted Moore
Board 5D
Robert Weston
Wilhelmina Kennedy
Louise McFarland
Vacant
Vacant
Blenheim
Bennettsville
Little Rock
Chesterfield
Pageland
Chesterfield
Hartsville
Hartsville
Irmo
Columbia
Columbia
Columbia
Columbia
Columbia
Columbia
Columbia
Columbia
Columbia
Columbia
Columbia
Columbia
Columbia
Columbia
Columbia
Columbia
Columbia
Marlboro
Marlboro
Marlboro
Dillon
Dillon
Chesterfield
Chesterfield
Chesterfield
Darlington
Darlington
Richland
Richland
Richland
Richland
Richland
Richland
Richland
Richland
Richland
Richland
Richland
Richland
Richland
Richland
Richland
Richland
Richland
Richland
Richland
Rlchland
ROsldCnci,':i i, ;,1;::lr.l3qUty Race Sex, Occupatlon,;i;,;i
M
F
w
B
w
retired / business
retired/ vocational education
homemaker
retired/human services
retired/ community volunteer
retired/ school guidance
human serrrices
management
banking
retired
retired
human services
attorney
retired
retired
retired
retired
human services
education
consultant/education
education
adm/human seryices
retired
retired
retired
retired
F
M
F
F
M
F
M
M
F
M
F
F
F
M
F
w
w
w
w
w
B
B
w
w
w
w
w
w
B
B
F
F
F
F
M
M
F
F
B
B
w
w
w
B
B
w
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Board 5E
Vacant
Vacant
Renry Marshall
Eugene Rollins
James Murray
Board 6A
Vicki Hinson
Vacant
Rebecca Waldrep
Elizabeth Smith
Herman Young
Board 7A
Betty Groce
Rosalind Brown
Dorothy Lewis-Hughes
Mary Lynn Melton
Delphine Thornton
Board 78
Cris Foster
Mary Ann Riley
Judy Hamrick
Micki Blalock
Sandra Gore
Board 8A
Eleanor Litts
Dora Ann White
Juanita Hozey
Jim Freeman
Christie Whitaker
Board 9A
Phyllis Tipton
Gary Goss
Pearl Jenkins
Jeannette Lee
Rebecca Gilliard
Camden
Liberty Hill
Columbia
Lancaster
Chester
Chester
Blair
Spartanburg
Spartanburg
Spartanburg
Spartanburg
Roebuck
Roebuck
Inman
Gaffney
Gaffney
Blacksburg
Hodges
Greenwood
Abbeville
Abbeville
Newberry
Charleston
Mt. Pleasant
Charleston
Mt. Pleasant
Charleston
Kershaw
Richland
Kershaw WKershaw WRichland B
Lancaster W
Lancaster
Chester WChester W
Fairfield B
Spartanburg W
Spartanburg B
Spartanburg B
Spartanburg W
Spartanburg B
Spartanburg W
Spartanburg WCherokee WCherokee WCherokee W
Greenwood W
Greenwood B
Abbeville W
Abbeville W
Newberrv W
Charleston W
Charleston W
Charleston B
Charleston B
Charleston B
homemaker
minister/therapist
retired
nurse
product manager
retired
law enforcement
retired/education
retired/education
retired/education
consultant
retired
retired banker
retired/education
homemaker
homemaker
business
retired/farming
retired
youth minister
minister
business
sales
self-employed
homemaker
homemaker
medical administration
''Resldence
,,1 
.:1,,.;;-Gotr*y li:tli.linilbe Sex Occupation
F
M
M
F
F
M
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
M
F
F
M
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
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Board 98
William Godwin
Christee Hunt
Rosetta Givens Mitchell
Archie Wigger
Winnie Wilson
Board 9C
Jackie Brewer
Jill Stevenson
Melvin Roberts
Charles Green
Robin Jenkins
Board 9D
Barbara Acobe
John Henry
Joan Mack
Burnet Mendelsohn
Vacant
Board 10A
Carolyn Davis
Betty Rollison
George Sloan
Deborah Thrift
Barbara Waters
Board 108
Linda Alewine-Atkinson
Angie Scott
Linda Williams
Vacant
Vacant
Board 11A
Marion Atkins
Reggie Cruse
Charlie Farmer
Beverly Ingram
Margie Mijares
Hanahan
Moncks Corner
Goose Creek
Ridgeville
Moncks Corner
Charleston
Folly Beach
Charleston
Charleston
N.Charleston
Charleston
N. Charleston
Charleston
Charleston
Walhalla
Seneca
Seneca
Westminster
Westminster
Iva
Anderson
Easley
Columbia
Lexington
Red Bank
Chapin
Pelion
Berkeley W
Berkeley W
Berkeley B
Berkeley W
Berkelev W
,Resldence, : :,: ::rC6rfttsi.,:,:'.,r,,,,r;Race ,,,:Sex,,r0ccullatlon
Charleston W
Charleston W
Charleston W
Charleston B
Charleston W
Charleston B
Charleston W
Charleston B
Charleston W
Charleston
Oconee WOconee WOconee BOconee WOconee W
Anderson W
Anderson B
Anderson W
Anderson
Anderson
kxington
kxington
Lexington
kxington
Lexington
M retired
F teacher assistant/LBSW
F college administrator
M supervisor
F retired/LBSW
F accountant
F homemaker
M re-developer
M law enforcement
F self-employed
F public administration
M retired
F college administrator
M self-employed
F homemaker
F homemaker
M mechanic/pastor
F homemaker
F retired/public health
F homemaker
F human services
F adoption administrator
adm/children's shelter
pastor
self-employed
social worker
foster parent
F
M
M
F
F
w
w
w
w
w
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Board
Board 118
Mary E. Ouzts
Adra Forrester
Gail Nordyke
John Prather
Almastine Butler
Board 12A
Betty Hester
Catherine Green
Timothea Lewis
Emma Sellers
Careitha Jackson
Board 128
Ezekial Washington
Beatrice James
Isabelle Bryant
Truman Tart
Linda Godfrey
Board 13A
Janie Dillon
Scott Hart
Thomas Owens
Janet Reese
Elizabeth Weaver
Board 138
Carol Christopher
Jane Daniel
Fay Hart
Tommy Rice
Janice Turner
Board 13C
Roberta Anderson
Jane Bondurant
Nancy Jones
Vernon McCurry
Vacant
Edgefield
Edgefield
McCormick
McCormick
Saluda
Florence
Effingham
Florence
Florence
Florence
Florence
Florence
Mullins
Nichols
Mullins
Clemson
Easley
Easley
Central
Easley
Greenville
Greer
Taylors
Greenville
Travelers Rest
Greenville
Greenville
Greenville
Greenville
Edgefield
Edgefield
McCormick
McCormick
Saluda
Florence
Florence
Florence
Florence
Florence
Florence
Florence
Marion
Marion
Marion
Pickens
Pickens
Pickens
Pickens
Pickens
Greenville
Greenville
Greenville
Greenville
Greenville
Greenville
Greenville
Greenville
Greenville
Greenville
Resldence County Race Sex Occupation
F
F
M
M
F
w
w
w
w
B
retired
retired
retired
retired
secretary
community volunteer
retired
clerry
administrative assistant
human services
retired
retired/ education
retired/education
minister
social worker
retired
retired
retired
homemaker
certified public accountant
adm/human services
director/ volunteer services
mediator/counselor
adm/human services
human services program
education
retired
nurse
retired businessman
w
B
w
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
w
w
w
B
w
w
w
w
B
B
w
w
w
w
F
F
F
F
F
M
F
F
M
F
F
M
M
F
F
F
F
F
M
F
F
F
F
M
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Board 14A
Jeannette Ferguson
Daisy Lawton
Vacant
Joan Youmans
Kelly Ramsey
Board l4B
Emma Jones
Ollie McAlister
Thelma Miller
Jessica Murphey
Bobsy Simes
Board 15A
David Drayton
Janet Eisinger
Pat Schooler
Vacant
Vacant
Board 158
Edwin Breeze
Roszena Soles
Patrick Mayle
Nita Sparks
Mary Gerald
Board 15C
Laura Clemmons
Al Fanshaw
Carol Landberg
Shari May
Bernice Whittington
Board 16A
Nadara Andrews
Sally Bloomingdale
Neil Covington
Dorothy Gist
Margaret Holloway
Allendale
Varnville
Walterboro
Walterboro
Pineland
Ridgeland
Beaufort
Hilton Head
Hilton Head
Georgetown
Pawleys Island
Georgetown
Conway
Nichols
Myrtle Beach
Conway
Nichols
Myrtle Beach
Conway
Surfside Beach
Little River
Conway
Clover
Rock Hill
Rock Hill
Union
Union
Allendale
Hampton
Hampton
Colleton
Colleton
Jasper
Jasper.
Beaufort
Beaufort
Beaufort
Georgetown
Georgetown
Georgetown
Georgetown
Georgetown
Horry
Horry
Horry
Horry
Horry
Horry
Horry
Horry
Horry
Horry
York
York
York
Union
Union
Resldence iggurty Race ,Ser Occupatlon
F
F
F
F
M
F
F
w
B
B
w
B
B
B
w
w
B
w
w
M
F
M
F
F
F
M
F
F
F
w
B
w
w
w
F
F
M
F
F
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
B
B
F
F
F
F
F
homemaker
guidance counselor
minister
real estate
elementary/ administrator
retired/ human services
guidance counselor
sales
artist/oils
retired
retired
homemaker
musrcran
beautician
therapist
retired
education
child development
retired
college administrator
homemaker
retired
self-employed
homemaker
college professor
retired/ human services
retired/education
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STATISTICAL INFORMATION . RTVITWS CONDUCTTD BY RTVIEW BOARDS
JANUARY 1, 1999 - DECEMBTR 31, 1998
The Review Board conducted a total of 7,948 reviews in 1998 on a total of 4,618
children in public foster care.e This is a seven percent (7o/ol decrease over the number
of reviews conducted by local boards during L997.
TABLE I
BY FICRB
1988-r998
r99l t992
e Effective January l, lg4,children privately placed in privarc children's homes were no longer reviewed by the Foster Care Review Board.
Statutory authority was granted to the Rcview Board in Proviso #6DD.39 of the Fiscal Year 93194 budget to cease these reviews. The General Assembly
believed it to be a more appropriarc use ofstate dollars to focus reviews on the cases ofchildren who are in the custody ofthe State rather than private
cases.
3l
PARTICIPATION BY INTERESTED PARTIES AT LOCAL REVIEWS
Table II compares the number of interested parties attending reviews in 1996, 1997,
and 1998. During 1998, a total of 13,438 interested parties attended local review
board meetings. This total reflects an eleven percent (IIo/o) decrease over the number
of interested parties attending reviews during L997. The percentage of reviews with
parties in attendance for 1998 was sixty-nine percent (69%). This reflects a three
percent (3%) decrease in the overall percentage of parties attending reviews in 1998
when compared to the 1997 percentage of sevent5r-two percent (72o/o). All interested
parties who attend reviews provide the local boards with important information used
to make recommendations.
TABLE II
PARTIES ATTENDING RDYIEU/S STATEWIDE
Comparative Statistics 1996- 1998
+&o
Children
Guardians ad Li
Birth Parents
N 1996 41997 tr 1998
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RECOMMENDATIONS ISSUED BY LOCAL REVIEW BOARDS
Local review boards carefully consider input from all interested parties, as well as
written materials prepared for the review, prior to making a recommendation on each
child's case. After board members have heard from all parties present for the review,
all parties are excused and the board meets privately to formulate the
recommendation for the child. Board members are required by statute to consider
the most appropriate permanent recommendation possible for each child. They also
determine if all parties involved in the child's case are taking the steps necessary to
achieve the plan in a timely manner. Local review boards and the Department of
Social Services were in agreement as to the best permanent plan in eighty-one
percent (81%) of the children's cases reviewed during 1998.
Review boards issue a written recommendation for a permanent placement on each
child reviewed. Table III describes the frequency, typ€, and percentage for each of the
eleven recommendations issued by local review boards on children reviewed during
1998.
TABLE III
STATEWIDE RECOMMENDATIONS
January l, 1998 - December 31, 1998
Recommendation
Termination of Parental
Adoption
Return to Parent
Permanent Foster Care
Independent Living
Case Continued
Relative Placement
No Review
Permanent Group Home
Residential Treatment
Other
TOTAL
7o of Total
Recommendations
37Yo
2r%
t6%
tt%
t0%
2%
t%
t%
1%
<lyo
<lyo
100oh
Rights
Frequency
2901
t699
t283
863
825
133
93
84
40
22
5
' 7948
JJ
Table IV compares the frequency of the four plans most recommended by local review
boardsduring 1996, 1997, and 1998. DatainTablelVindicatesthattherehasbeen
a five percent (5%) increase in the percentage of recommendations issued by local
review boards for adoption when compared to 1997 percentages. The overall
percentage of recommendations for adoption issued by local review boards doubled
when compared to 1996 percentages. This data identifies a large number of childrenin the foster care population who are free for adoption and waiting to have their
placements in forever families finalized.
TABLE IV
STATEUNDE RBCOMMENDATIOI{S
Comparative Statistics 1996- 1998
,,rn!, 36sg " t,-14000
3500
3000
2500
2000
r500
1000
500
0
Termination of
Parental Rights
Return Home Independent Living
a rsso alggz cJ:'q/sa
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AREAS OF CONCERN IDENTIFIED BY LOCAL REVIEW BOARDS
A major focus of the Division of Foster Care Review is to help systems work for
children. Therefore, the identification and analysis of significant barriers or concerns
which may prevent timely, pennanent placement are essential. Areas of Concern are
defined as violations of federal law, state law or public agency policy which have been
determined by the Review Board to be significant barriers in the provision of
permanency planning services to children in foster care. The Areas of Concern
definitions are presented beginning on page 36 of this report.
Although the Department of Social Services hotds custody and service delivery
responsibility for the 4,618 children in public foster care reviewed by the boards in
1998, the Department of Social Services is not responsible for all of the barriers or
deficiencies mentioned in this report. Service delivery to foster children involves the
complex interaction of many systems, any one of which may be a contributing factor
which prolongs a child's stay in foster care.
For purposes of data analysis, the nineteen Areas of Concern tracked by the Foster
Care Review Board during 1998 are divided into two categories: Legal and program.
Definitions of these two categories are as follows:
Legal - Violations of federal statutory requirements related to public Law 96-272; violations of state law in regard to timeliness of court hearings and
adoption proceedings; and non-compliance with court orders.
Program - Violations of programmatic policies and procedures established bypublic agencies related to the delivery of child welfare services. Areas of
Concern in this area deal with violations of public agency policy regarding
service delivery to foster children and their families. These programmatic Areas
of Concern reflect inadequacies in the funding and/or delivery of services to
foster children.
Statewide totals for each Area of Concern and associated percentages are presented
on page 39 of this report. Totals and percentages for each count5r and regional
adoption office are presented beginning on page 41. County data includes 
"o.ri..n"cited on cases that are case-managed by the regional Managed Treatment Service(MTS) division of the Department of Social Services.
1)
2)
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AREA OF CONCERN DEFINITIONS
Effective July 1998
LEGAL
I. NO TIMELY PROBABLE CAUSE HEARING
SC Code Sec. 20-7-610
The probable cause hearins was not
completed within 72 hour6 of the child
being taken into emergency protective
custody or within 72 liouri df
emergency physical custody if legal
custody was assumed by DSS.
Merit hearing was not completed
within 35 davs as stipulated bv law or
has not been held at all.
Permanency planning hearine was not
complete d-wjthin tirie frame"s
stipulated by state or federal
requirements or has not been held at
all.
Agency is not in compliance with court
order.
A hearing was held at least 30 daysprior to the Review Board meetini and
copy of the court orderaras not
available
DSS caseworker has not visited as
required by statute.
DSS has not conducted and
documented face-to-face interviews with
the child, foster care providers. and
other significant parties.
DSS has not conducted recruitment for
an adoptive placement tareeted to the
individiral child, includinglbut not
limited to, use-of the medfa, photo-
listings and other resources.
Adoptive placement agreements have
been signed and the adoption complaint
was not filed within the fime frami
stipulated by law or has not been filed
at'all.
2. NO TIMELY MERIT HEARING
SC Code Sec. 20-7-610
SC Code Sec. 2O-7-736
3. NO TIMELY PERMANENCY PLANNING HEARING
SC Code Sec. 2O-7-766
PL 96-272 Sec. 471(a)(16) see 42 USCS Sec. 671h)(j6l
PL 96-272 Sec. 475(5)(C)see 42 USCS Sec. 67Sg)p'
*SC Code Sec. 20-7-763(E))
4. NON.COMPLIANCE WITH COURT ORDER
5. NO COURT ORDER AT REVIEW
FCRB Requlation 24- 1 SlPl
SC Familg Court Rule 26(c)
6. NO FACE.TO.FACE CONTAST
SC Code Sec. 20-7-767
THOROUGH N)OPTION ASSESSMENT NOT
CONDUCTED
SC Code Sec. 2O-7-766(D)
CHILD-SPECIFIC RECRI'ITMENT NOT CONDU TED
SC Code Sec. 2O-7-766(D)
*SC Code Sec. 20-7-1895(F)
"42 USCS 622(b)
ADOPTION COMPLNilT NOT FILED TIMELY
SC Code Sec. 20-7-173O
7.
8
9.
36
10.
11.
12.
N)OPTION CONSIIMMATION NOT TIMELY
SC Code Sec. 20-7-1760
NO TIMELY FOSTER CARE REVIEW
PL96-272 Sec.475(5) see42 USCS Sec.675(5)
FCRB Regulation 24-238
OTHER STATUTORY VIOLATIONS (Examptes)
SC Code Sec. 2O-7-1 1O
SC Code Sec. 20-7-124
SC Code Sec. 2O-7-1570
SC Cod.e Sec. 2O-7-198O
SC Code Sec. 20-7-61O
*SC Code Sec. 2O-7-645
*5.C. Code Sec. 20-7-768
PROGRAM
13. NO CI'RRENT CASE PLAN
PL 96-272 Sec. 471(a)(16) see 42 USCS Sec. 671hlt|6)
PL 96-272 Sec. 475(1) see 42 USCS Sec. 675fi) ' "
PL 96-272 Sec. 475(5)(4)see 42 USCS Sec. 6'75i5)6)
SC Code Sec. 2O-7-764
14. INCOMPLEIE/INAPPROPRIATE CASE PLAN
PL 96-272 Sec. 471(a)(16) see 42 USCS Sec. 67Ib)tI6)
PL 96-272 Sec. 475(1) seb 42 USCS Sec. 6Z5 fi)' "PL 96-272 Sec. 475(5)(A)&(H See USCSSec.475(5)(A)&(B) " '
SC Code Sec. 2O-7-764
"42 USCS 675(1)
15. NO CASE PLAN WITHIN 60 DAYS
DSS Directiue Memo DB8-210
PL 96-272 Sec. 471(a)(16) see 42 USCS Sec. 67|la)116)
PL 96-272 Sec. 475(1) seb +2 USCS Sec. 675 (1)' "
PL 96-272 Sec. 475(5)(A) see 42 USCS Sec. A756yn1
SC Code Sec. 20-7-764
Adoption complaint has been filed and
hearing not held within the time frame
stipulated by law.
A review was not held because the
caseworker (or designated agency
personnel) was not present tb make apresentation to the Review Board or was
not prepared to present the case to the
Review Board.
A GAL was not appointed as required by
law or the GAL was not notified'of couri
hearings pertaining to child.
Child(ren) placed across state lines
without full compliance with
requirements of interstate Compact.
Reasonable efforts not made to notifv
noncustodial parent of removal
proceedings.
*DSS did not provide foster parent.
p.re..apoplive pare-nt, or relative caring for
cnuct notrce oI a heanng.
*Child has been in care for 15 of the
most recent 22 months and DSS has
not filed for termination of parental
rights.
A case plan was not Dresented to the
Review'Board at the iime of the review.
or the time frames on the most recent
case plan document have expired.
Treatment obiectives were not defined
in the case plan; the case plan was not
sigr.red by the parent(s) anil there was
no indication as to whv that was not
possible; other parts ol the Case Plan
document were incomplete;
inappropriate objectives were presented
in the Case Plan.
*-C""9 plan did not address the safety of
the child.
A case plan was not initiated with the
parent(s) within the first 60 days of
placement ?s..per agency policy and
reoeran guloe[nes.
16.
L7.
18.
19.
LACK OF PROGRESS TOWARD PERMANENT PLAN
PL 96-272 Sec. a75g)(B)see 42 USCS Sec. 675(5)(8)
INTERISTED PARTIES NOT INTIITED
FCRB Regulation 24-9
NO THREE WEEK NOTICE TO PARTIES
FCRB Regulation 24-9
POLICY/ PROCEDT'RE VIOLATION
Lack of progress made to achievepermanent plan within the past six
months.
Review was continued because
interested parties specified by Review
Board regulations rirere not invited to
the review.
Interested parties invited to the review
did not recbive three weeks advance
notice as required.
Violations of DSS policies/procedures
as outlined in agency polib! manuals
were documented during the case
review.
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I{IIMBER OF RTVIEWS FOR TIME PERIOD:
o/o TOTAL REVITWS WITH AREAS OF CONCERT{:
AREA OF CONCERN
LBGAL
NO TIMELY PROBABLE CAUSE HEARING
NO TIMELY MERIT HEARING
NO TIMELY PERMANENCY PLANNING HEARING
NON-COMPLIANCE COURT ORDER
NO COURT ORDER AT REVIEW
ADOPTION COMPLAINT NOT FILED TIMELY
ADOPTION NOT CONSUMMATED TIMELY
OTHER STATUTORY VIOLATIONS
NO TIMELY FOSTER CARE REVIEW BOARD
NO FACE TO FACE CONTACT WITH CHILD
NO THOROUGH ADOPTION ASSESSMENT
NO CHILD SPECIFIC ADOPTION RECRUITMENT
STATEUIDE AREAS OF CONCTRN
January 1, 1998 - December 31, 1998
7948
64o/o
FREQUENCY OF
AREA OF CONCERN
96
763
278
202
517
75
4
56
r02
842
258
114
Oh OF STATE TOTAL
AREAS OF CONCERN
IVo
80
I3o/o
2o/o
1Yo
loA
<r%;o
loh
1%o
90
3o/o
lo/o
Subtotal
PROGRAM
NO CURRENT CASE PLAN
INCOMPLETE/ INAPPROPRIATE CASE PLAN
NO CASE PLAN WITHIN 60 DAYS
NO PROGRESS ON PERMANENT PLAN
AGENCY POLICY PROCEDURE VIOLATION
INTERESTED PARTIES NOT IIfTITED TO ATTEND
NO THREE WEEK NOTICE TO PARTIES
OTHER
4307
r02
871
45
881
2822
330
169
58
45o/o
t%
9%
lYo
9o/o
29%
3o/o
2o/o
lo/o
Subtotal s27a 55%
TOTALS:
39
9585 100.o
ARTAS OF CONCERN
COMPARATIVE STATISTICS L997-L99A
ToREVIEWS ToREvlEwS # OF # OF
w/Aoc w/Aoc REVrEws REVTEWS
9/oREVIEWS ToREVIEWS
w/Aoc w/Aoc
t997 1998
#oF #oF
REVIEWS REVIEWS
t997 1998COUNTY 1997 1998 1997 1998 couNry
ABBEVILLE 63% 650/o
AIKEN 77o/o 55%
ALLENDALE 620/o 53o/o 37 36 HoRRy 34o/o 47o/o
ANDERSON 49% 74o/o 369 332 JASpER g2% SO%
BAMBERG 5% 7o/o 40 42 KERSHAw 4IVo 42oA
BARNWELL 3lo/o 2sTo 55 44 LANCASTER 22o/o 4lo/o
BEAUFORT 690/" 8Oo/o l4O 138 LA,URENS 73yo 97o/o
30 23 cREENwooD 40% T2%
358 282 HAMproN 52oh S8o/o
53
31
454
11
66
ro0
55
47
181
109
55
l9
85
151
19r
87
1096
5l
417
266
l3
34
254
86
33
270
4
65
75
70
39
188
88
46
l4
72
166
t26
92
862
35
413
r90
7
38
189
110
394
339
BERKELEY
CALHOUN
CHARLESTON
CHEROKEE
DARLINGTON
DILLON
DORCHESTER
EDCEFIELD
FAIRFIELD
FLORENCE
Region I
Region II
Region III
Region IV
65% 85o/o 247 239 LEE
37o/o 6l% 38
660/o 84o/o 839
56Yo 54o/o 57
I5o/o Oo/o
36 LEXINGToN 7lo/o 72o/o
585 MARIoN 630/" 39o/o
CHESTER 47oh 560/" 88
CHESTERFIELD 49o/o 600/o 92
CLARENDON 47Vo 600/o 74
COLLETON 670/o 69% 106 105 oRANcEBURc 39o/o 4lo/o
52 MARLBoRo
79 MccoRMrcK
77 NEwBERRy
78 ocoNEE
80 Region V
l7O Region VI
195 Region VII
314
26/1 24o/"
58h 7l"/o
94o/o 89o/o
89o/" 78o/o
GEORGETOWN 54yo
GREE}IVILLE 680A
51 wILLIAMSBURG 27% 4501"
680/o 512 507 yoRK 34o/o 49oh
REGIONAL ADOPTION (Comparative data by Regional DSS configuration not available for 1997)
58o/o 52o/o 7l
33% 50yo 69
27Vo 860/o 110
23% 37o/o 60
29% 34Vo 58
4lo/o 47yo 2gg
59% 6l
36Yo
38o/o
570h
3s%o
63 PTcKENS 49Vo 7Oo/o
44 RrcHr,AND 680/" 78V.
90 SALUDA 29o/o 23o/o
52 SPARTANBURG 5lo/o 59y"
44 SUMTER 57oA 53o/o
178 UNIoN 39o/o 29oh
620/o
7Oo/o
79o/o
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AREAS OF CONCERN BY PARTY HOLDING LEGAL CUSTODY
IANUARY 7,1998 - DECEMBER 31,1998
o
!<
OJ
qJ
ct
o:1bDboobD
LegaI
No Timely Probable Cause Hearing
No Timely Merit Hearing
No Timely Permanency Planning Hearing
Non-Compliance w/ Court Order
No Court Order at Review
Adopt. Complaint Not Filed
Adopt. Not Consummated Timely
No Timely Foster Care Review Board
No Face to Face Contact with Child
No Thorough Adoption Assessment
No Child Specific Adoption Recruitment
Other Statutory Violations
Subtotal
0
6
1
2
1
0
1
0
1
4
0
0
16
0
2
5
't
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
10
0
0
2
0
1
0
0
2
4
0
0
0
9
00
00
1,7 17
03
44
44
01
110
28 48
03
13
10
56 93
00
11 1
21, 26
1,2 0
64
74 10
20
00
'19 2't
10
00
00
86 62
2
6
112
2
32
11
0
10
73
0
8
263
0
0
64
7
41.
25
't
2
79
0
11
6
236
3
18
21.
4
9
0
0
11
17
8
5
0
96
4
M
70
9
9
0
0
2
39
't2
1
0
190
9
88
356
40
111
68
5
38
329
30
28
15
7777
Program
No Current Case Plan
Incomplete/ Inappropriate Case Plan
No Case Plan w/in 60 Days
Lack of Progress on Permanent Plan
Agency Policy/ Proc. Violation
Interested Parties Not Invited To Attend
No Three Week Notice to Parties
Other
Subtotal
00
31
00
16 10
534
01
40
00
28 46
6
0
0
31
42
6
0
1
86
2
15
2
81
111
9
4
0
224
't2
12
0
4't
131
1,6
0
9
227
0
8
0
1
n
0
0
0
16
2
57
0
38
118
8
1
0
224
30
105
2
350
658
78
59
20
1302
1
0
0
6
36
8
5
2
58
0
3
0
21
23
5
0
0
52
6 '1,
06
00
104 1
74'1, 10
24 1,
450
80
328 19
Totals:
Areas of Concern
Number of Children*
Reviews of Children**
Reviews of Children w/Areas of Concern
%o Reviews {Areas of Concern
37
58
80
29
37o/o
102 179 138
115 138 213
170 195 3L4
54 111 109
38oh 57o/o 35o/o
564 29
207 15
339 23
269 15
79To 65%
120
80
110
68
52o/o
487
247
394
277
700h
317 32 41.4 2419
178 18 200 't469
282 35 332 2275
156 19 246 1363
55% 53o/o 74o/o
Data prexnted for Regions l-Vll represents Regional Ailoption infomntion
* Indicates an unduplicated count of tle number of children reoiaoed in each county/area duing tle time period.
"" lndicates tlre total number of reoiaus conducted for tlc time peiod; some clildren receioe more tlnn one reoiao during tle calendar year.
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AREAS OF CONCERN BY PARTY HOLDING LEGAL CUSTODY
IANUARY't,1998 - DECEMBER 31,1998
o
ri9E
=x"J
FLL
=.I'0J-FF
o
qJ
J
o
0,
3
bo
o,)o
Legal
No Timely Probable Cause Hearing
No Timely Merit Hearing
No Timely Permanency Planning Hearing
Non-Compliance w/ Court Order
No Court Order at Review
Adopt. Complaint Not Filed
Adopt. Not Consummated Timely
No Timely Foster Care Review Board
No Face to Face Contact with Child
No Thorough Adoption Assessment
No Child Specific Adoption Recruibnent
Other Statutory Violations
Subtotal
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
't
't
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
3
2 't6
254/.
8s6
96
610
00
00
'1, 12
1234
15 14
01
03
78 196
037
6 119
4 213
019
458
00
00
023
231
030
02
o2
\6 534
00
't2 10
11 11
13
9 11,
00
00
00
113
16
00
00
35 54
426't
7 17 253
1,9 19 3M
510il
4 2 1,07
033
000
0138
7 6 109
6579
003
006
52 65 1057
0
13
2
0
3
0
0
0
3
2
0
't
24
Program
No Current Case Plan
Incomplete/ Inappropriate Case Plan
No Case Plan w/in 50 Days
Lack of Progress on Permanent Plan
Agency Policy/Proc. Violation
Interested Parties Not Invited To Attend
No Three Week Notice to Parties
Other
Subtotal
0124
022994
0024
03215
3 11 80 172
00158
1010
0000
4 t7 131 297
009
1, 9 246
001,6
2675
11 39 6U
3863
006
000
77 62 1099
00
599
09
234
4 320
026
05
00
11 493
11
42
01
92
19 20
27
00
00
35 27
0
1
0
0
8
0
0
0
9
Totals:
Areas of Concern
Number of Children*
Reviews of Children**
Reviews of Children w/Areas of Concern
%o Reviews w/Areas of Concern
4 20 209 493 27 1027 33 70 81 69 727 2156
27 29 82 147 19 350 36 53 50 49 57 882
40 4 138 239 36 58s 52 79 77 78 10s 1433
2 l't 75 204 22 493 28 M 46 47 72 1c42
5% E% 80o/o 85o/o 6l% U% 54oh 560/0 600/o ffioh 690/o
" lndicates an unduplicatcd count of tlrc number of chililren reuiewed in each county/area duing tle tinre period.
n lndicates the total nunfuer of reoiaos conducbd for tle time period; some children reccioe nore tlnn one reoiau duing tle calendar year.
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AREAS OF CONCERN BY PARTY HOLDING LEGAL CUSTODY
IANUARY 1,7998 - DECEMBER 31,1998
A
(l
E=5gif
0)
ah
0,bo
Legal
No Timely Probable Cause Hearing
No Timely Merit Hearing
No Timely Permanency Planning Hearing
Non-Compliance w/Court Order
No Court Order at Review
Adopt. Complaint Not Filed
Adopt. Not Consummated Timely
No Timely Foster Care Review Board
No Face to Face Contact with Child
No Thorough Adoption Assessment
No Child Specific Adoption Recruitment
Other Statutory Violations
Subtotal
004
539
41,22
031
3034
000
000
003
11 68
3172
000
002
26 14 95
0
3
't
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
6
010510011
o 22 3 31 27 4 21128
4 21,13 46 5 1 22140
0200200329
0110 1371,2282
00000000
00000000
001.40008
1 1s 0 45 5 0 23 1't6
221.3230460
1001000011
00020026
8 82 28 190 48 t7 77 591
Program
No Current Case Plan
Incomplete/Inappropriate Case Plan
No Case Plan w/in 60 Days
Lack of Progress on Permanent Plan
Agency Policy/Proc. Violation
Interested Parties Not Invited To Attend
No Three Week Notice to Parties
Other
Subtotal
20001002400330
6 4 28 0 4 6 1.70.t4 7 10 1500320012300011
507410191707123
12 1,6 77 9 8 1.4 13 299 31 29 81 589221010132510449
0000000190818
000000100001
27 25 724 74 74 22 2t 513 62 36 113 977
Totals:
Areas of Concern
Number of Children*
Reviews of Children**
Reviews of Children w/Areas of Concem
%o Reviews w/Areas of Concern
53 39 219 20 22 104 49 703 110 53 190 1562
43 30 59 34 26 120 34 312 55 18 168 8gg
63 M 90 52 M 778 51 507 86 33 270 1418
33 22 77 19 15 83 30 y6 62 19 127 833
52o/o 50o/o 86oh 37o/o 34o/o 47oh 59o/o 6f.oh 72oh 58oh 47o/o
* Indicates an unduplicated count of tlw number of chililren reoiaoed in each county/area during tle time peiod.
** lndicates tle total number of reoiaas conducted for tle time period; some children receioe more tlun one reoieu duing tle calendar year.
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AREAS OF CONCERN BY PARTY HOLDING LEGAL CUSTODY
JANUARY't,1998 - DECEMBER 31,1998
xF
o5
J
bD
-g.ooEgs
tr3(uq.qq
tt!
No Timely Probable Cause Hearing
No Timely Merit Hearing
No Timely Permanenry Planning Hearing
Non-Compliance w/Court Order
No Court Order at Review
Adopt. Complaint Not Filed
Adopt. Not Consummated Timely
No Timely Foster Care Review Board
No Face to Face Contact with Child
No Thorough Adoption Assessment
No Child Specific Adoption Recruitment
Other Statutory Violations
Subtotal
0030
031011
02215
0502
061.6
0000
0000
0000
0526
0306
0001
0000
0241847
020
0303
05311
004
010 1
000
000
030
0109
040
000
040
0 116 28
0207
05973
2 27 52 1,67
01416
0141251
1001
0000
0025
043673
1,6525
0237
0206
4 63 123 43t
0
2
3
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
8
Legal
Program
No Current Case Plan
Incomplete/Inappropriate Case Plan
No Case Plan w/in 50 Days
Lack of Progress on Permanent Plan
Agency Policy/Proc. Violation
Interested Parties Not Invited To Attend
No Three Week Notice to Parties
Other
Subtotal
0000
15't37
0000
0261.6
1. 12 10 35
001,9
0008
0003
2 19 18 108
010
070
010
015 1
06913
0132
000
030
0l(D16
00203
0 2 24 43120
00102
0232 1.690
4 7 70 36257
011,734
005013
01007
4 73 135 102 526
Totals:
Areas of Concern
Number of Children*
Reviews of Children**
Reviews of Children w/ Areas of Concern
7o Reviews w/Areas of Concern
2 43 36 155 0 22s 4 12 17 198 225 957
2 40 48 43 23 108 52 33 8 39 92 488
4 65 75 70 39 188 89 46 't4 72 166 828
2 27 31, 68 0 136 34 11 10 64 129 5't2
50o/o 42o/o 4l% 97% O% 72% 39o/o 24o/o 77o/o 89o/o 78o/o
* Indicates an unduplicated count of the number of children reoiaoed in each county/area duing tle time period.
"" Indicates tle total number of ranieus conduchd for tle time peiod; some children recekte more tlan one reoiao during tle calendar year.
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AREAS OF CONCERN BY PARTY HOLDING LEGAL CUSTODY
JANUARY't,1998 - DECEMBER 31,1998
bo
&
FI
s
z
(tt
GI
uo
(!
No Timely Probable Cause Hearing
No Timely Merit Hearing
No Timely Permanency Plaruring Hearing
Non-Compliance w/Court Order
No Court Order at Review
Adopt. Complaint Not Filed
Adopt. Not Consummated Timely
No Timely Foster Care Review Board
No Face to Face Contact with Child
No Thorough Adoption Assessment
No Child Specific Adoption Recruitrnent
Other Statutory Violations
Subtotal
00
11 1,6
1,4 18
00
20
00
00
01
426
82
00
01
396i4
01
578
32 46
49
270
10
00
32
22 13
1,4 19
11
13 1,
t74 100
00
15
1,4
01
01
00
00
04
05
02
00
00
222
18
26 221
9 271,
463
6 166
02
00
015
13 2't5
464
063
323
6 1't11,
96
763
1278
202
517
75
4
't02
u2
258
1'1.4
55
4307
6
94
't47
45
't29
7
0
5
131
15
6't
5
639
0
3
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
5
(t
Program
No Current Case Plan
Incomplete/ Inappropriate Case Plan
No Case Plan w/in 60 Days
Lack of Progress on Permanent Plan
Agency Policy/Proc. Violation
Interested Parties Not Invited To Attend
No Three Week Notice to Parties
Other
Subtotal
o2
819
10
53
15 19
6 '1,
15
00
36 49
30
606
31
23 10
130 't4
48
50
00
228 39
030
4 242
013
10 238
40 6't6
3 100
0 7't
030
57 7340
r02
871
45
881
2822
330
169
58
5278
23
151
9
192
407
82
61,
30
955
2
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
4
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
4
2
0
0
7
Totals:
Areas of Concern
Number of Children*
Reviews of Children**
Reviews of Children w/Areas of Concern
7o Reviews {Areas of Concern
75 173 1594 9 402 139 3 29 123 2451
81 56 498 19 249 119 5 38 r22 11.06
1,26 92 862 35 413 190 7 17 189 1805
52 & 675 8 24 101 2 17 93 7204
47% 70% 78% 23% 59% 53% 29To 45oh 49oh
9585
4618
7948
5044
@%
* Indicates an unduplicated count of tle number of children reaiaued in each county/area during tle time period.
n Indicates tlu total number of reuiaus conducted for tlw time period; some children receiae more tlnn one reaiao duing tle calendar year.
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ADVOCACY - CASE REFERRAL PROCESS
Review board coordinators may initiate personal follow-up on cases in their
assigned caseloads as needed. Data for 1998 indicates that 508 children
received individual attention from coordinators on specific issues following
reviews. In addition to the individual follow-up done by review board
coordinators, the Division of Foster Care Review operates a three-tiered referral
process to facilitate additional advocacy efforts on behalf of children reviewed
by local review boards. The ability of local review boards to advocate
individually on behalf of children in foster care in South Carolina is vital to the
overall effectiveness of the review svstem.
Legal Referrals
The Review Board legal staff includes the General Counsel for the Division and
one staff attorney. These staff members represent and advise the Review Board
on legal matters. Any legal action recommended by the local review board
must be initiated by the State Review Board Office and is subject to approved
policies and procedures. Local review boards refer any children's cases they
feel necessary to the State Office staff for assessment. Through participation in
Family Court hearings and individual legal follow-up on cases reviewed, the
Review Board is able not only to educate, but also to advocate with judges,
attorneys, and other individuals who may impact the child's case. Attorneys
for the Division are active with various groups who work to draft legislation on
children's issues and function as legal counsel to all local review boards and
the State Board.
Administrative Referrals
The Division of Foster Care Review seeks to resolve issues through
administrative channels if at all possible prior to seeking Family Court
intervention. The two Project Administrator positions are used to facilitate a
large part of the complex follow-up necessary on individual cases. Letters and
telephone calls to senior levels, case staffings and other administrative
functions are handled by these staff members in an effort to resolve issues of
concern to local review boards.
Therapeutic / Me dicaid Referrals
The Division of Foster Care Review operates a quality assurance review system
for emotionally disturbed Medicaid eligible children who reside in residential
treatment placements. The program was initiated pursuant to a contract with
the Department of Health and Human Serwices and has been operational since
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April 1992. Local review boards who have concerns about the quality of
treatment or the appropriateness of a therapeutic placement may make a
referral to the Medicaid Review Specialist. The Medicaid Review Specialist may
affange a separate Medicaid staffing with appropriate parties, or conduct
additional inquiries relative to the case.
During 1998, review board staff initiated post-review referrals and advocacy
efforts a total of 1,858 times on children reviewed by local boards. Some
children reviewed had a variety of referrals made on their behalf. This data
reflects a thirt5r-seven percent (37o/ol increase in the number of referrals
initiated by review board staff when compared to 1997 numbers. Table V
describes the number and type of administrative referrals handled by review
board staff during 1998.
IABLE V
RTIT'IEW BOARI' REFERRAI,S BY TTPE
Januar5r 1, 1998 - December 31, 1998
RBC Individual Follow- 786
up
Legal Stalf 828
Administrative LL4
T?rerapeutic/Medicaid 127
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DTMOGRAPHIC AND COMPARATIVT DATA
JANUARY 1, 1998 - DDCEMBER 31, 1998
sfho are the children reviewed bv the Foster care Review Board?
During 1998, 891 children entered the Review Board data system and were reviewed for
the frrst time by local boards; 1,410 were closed out of the Review Board data system;
arrd 4,618 children remained active in the Review Board data system. Statistics in the
following tables provide descriptive information on children reviewed.lo
Statistical Comparison bv Aee
Tables A, B, and C describe the number of children in select age groups who entered the
Review Board data system, the number leaving the Review Board daia system, and the
number of children who remained active in the Review Board data system during 1998.
This data is presented in comparison to data in these same categories for l9b6 and
L997.
Table A shows that forty-six percent (460/ol of the children entering the Review Board
data system during 1998 were less than six years of age. However, Table C shows that
children in the Review Board data system under the age of six represented only thirty
percent (30%) of the children who were closed out of the Review Board system.
Review Board data indicates that thirty-eight percent (38%) of the children closed out of
tJ1e Review Board system spent longer than twenty-four months in foster care. Children
older than sixteen were closed out of the Review Board system in the largest numbers,
indicating that children may be staying in foster care until they are eman-ipated by the
court, or reach the age of 18, rather than leaving the system due to placement inperrnanent homes.
r0 The Division of Foster Care Review implemented an in-house computer information system rn 19g7. Each year
changes and revisions are made, as necessary, in data collection methods in order to enhance tJre system and to providebetter utilization of data. Questions related to data comparison should be referred to the Governor's OIIice, Division of
Foster Care Review.
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TABLE A
1996-1998 COMPARATTVE DATA
Agcs of Childrcn Revicwed - Entering Care
Tzsz 268
150 E 1996
41997
tr ryeq
100
6-9 YEARS IO- 15 YEARS 16-21 YEARS2-5 YEARS
TABLE B
1995. T998 COUPARATIVE DATA
Agea ofChildrcn Revlcscd - Actlvc
1800
l 600
1400
I 200
1000
600
600
400
200
El 1996
41997
o 1998
6-9 YEARS
1026 919 tout t* n9
o
IO.I5 YEARS I6-2I YEARS
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TABLE C
1996.1998 COMPARATruE DATA
Agce of Children Rcvicwcd - Lcaviag Care
450
400
350
300
250
200
r50
r00
g rsso
41997
tr 1998
50
0
O-1 YEAR 2-5 YEARS 6-9 YEARS IO.I5 YEARS 16.2I YEARS
Statistical Comparison bv Race
Table D depicts the race of children who were reviewed and remained active during
1996, 1997, and 1998. Data for 1998 indicates that sixty percent (600/0) of the children
active in the foster care population are black, thirty-five percent (35%) are white and four
percent (4%o) are of other races or biracial.
TABLE D
COMPARATTVE STATISTICS BY RACE
Activc Cares Revicwcd 1996-199E
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0
MBLAai
IWHITE
trorllEll
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Statistical Comparison bv Sex
Table E depicts the sex of children who were reviewed and remained active during 1996,
1997 , and 1998. As in previous years, the percentage of males and females active in the
foster care population is almost equa-l. Fifty-two percent (52%\ of the children who were
reviewed and remained active in the system were male and forty-eight percent (48o/ol
were female.
TABLE E
COMPARATTVE STATISTICS BY SE:K
Active Cases Reviewed 1996-1998
2700
2600
2500
2400
2300
2200
@MALE
IFEMALE
2100
2000
T/hv are children placed in foster care in South Carolina?
The Foster Care Review Board is legally mandated to review all children who have been
in public foster care for a period of more than four consecutive months. Children placed
in public foster care become wards of the state through a Family Court action with legal
custody being held by the Department of Social Services.
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During 1998, children reviewed in South Carolina entered foster care in one of the fourfollowing ways: 1) Ninety-one percent (91%) were placed involuntarily through the
Family Court as a result of neglect, abuse, abandonment or dependen cy 2l six plrcent
(6%o) wete voluntarily placed by their custodial parents; 3) two percent (2%ol enteied as a
result of a juvenile offense; and 4) one percent (1%) were voluntarily relinquished for thepurpose of adoption.
Table F presents statewide data on the percentage for each type of placement. Thepercentage of children described in Table F combines the categories of physical abuse,
sexual abuse and emotional abuse.
TABLE F
STATEWIDE PLACEMEIYT REASOIf S
Chlldrcn Enterlag Cerc rnd Revlcsed Durlag 1998
JUVENILE OFFENSE
lq
2"/"
VOLUNTARY
J/
60/"
DEPENDENCY
2J.
2V"
ABANDONMENT
33
4V"
RELINQUISHMENT
8
lY"
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The individual categories for each type of abuse are designated with associated
percentages in Table G. Statistical data generated by the Review Board annually
continues to indicate that neglect, at fifty-three percent (53%), continues to be the most
frequent reason for placement of children in foster care in South Carolina.
TABLE G
STATEWIDE PLACEMENT REASONS FOR
CHILDREN ENTERING CARE AND REVIEWED
January 1, 1998 - December 31, 1998 *
PL/ICEMEI{T REASOI{ FREQIIET{CY
% OF TOTAL PLACEIIEI{T
RTASONS
Neglect 476 53o/o
Abuse/Physical r37 15%
Voluntary 57 60/0
Threat of Phvsical Abuse 79 9o/o
Abuse/Sexual 34 4o/o
Abandonment 33 40h
Threat of Sexual Abuse 26 3o/o
Dependency 21 20h
Juvenile Offense 19 lo/o
Relinquishment 8 Io/o
Abuse/Emotional I <|Yo
TOTAL 891 LOCIo/o
* Reflects only children reviewed by t]le Review Board for t]:e lirst time during 1999.
How manv children in the foster care svstem are affected bv teen pregnancv?
Teen pregnancy is an on-going concern for the state, and careful attention must be paid
to the impact that teen pregnancy has on the foster care population in South Carolina.
Review Board data for 1998 indicates that sixty-six (66) children had mothers who were
Iess than eighteen years of age. In most cases, the mother of the child was also in foster
care. While this number was not a signifrcant percentage of the active foster care
population during 1998, the impact on both the young mothers, and the children born
to them, can be far reaching.
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1998 Update Regarding South Carolina Adolescent pregnancy rr
Data from the Department of Health and Environment Control regarding live
births in South Carolina during 1997 shows:
. 8,540 births were to mothers ages 1O-19.
o 2O3 births were to mothers ages lO-14.
. 3,238 births were to mothers ages 15-lZ.
r 5,099 births were to mothers ages 18-19.
o South Carolina ranks 10tt' highest in teen birttr rates in the nation (Kids Count,
1e98).
o 8,540 babies were born to South Carolina teen mothers in Lgg7, but only 3,380 of
the fathers were identified.
o In 1997 , only 1, 158 of the fathers identifred were teen-age boys.
' 
5,160 teen mothers will raise their children without benefit of child support from the
father of the child.
Data on children in foster care with teenage mothers will continue to be tracked by the
Review Board in the coming years to follow the impact of this population and eiforts
made to address abuse issues.
" Fu.t Sheet: Adolescent Pregnancy, 1998 Update, SC Council on Adolescent pregnancy prevention
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Honr manv children in the foster care svstem are affected bv substance abuse?
The number of substance abuse related placements of children in the foster care system
has been tracked statistically by the Review Board since 1990. Substance abuse
continues to be a significant factor in the reasons children were placed in foster care in
1998. Review Board data for 1998 indicates that substance abuse was a contributing
factor in the placements for 450 (5I%o) of the 891 children who entered foster care and
were reviewed for the first time during 1998.
Table H reflects the number of children affected by substance abuse and reviewed by the
Review Board from 1996 to 1998.
TABLT H
STATDWIDE PLACEMEITTS RELIITED TO SUBSTAJTCE ABUSE
COMPARATIVE STATISTICS
1996-1998
500
450
400
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300
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200
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50
o
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Data presented in Table I describes the children entering foster care during 1998 whose
placements were affected by substance abuse. Table I provides a breakdown on the type
of substance abuse involved in the placement. The Review Board divides these into
three categories: alcohol, drugs or both. Data for 1998 indicates a thirty percent (30%)
increase in the number of children entering the Review Board system whose placement
in foster care was related to substance abuse.
The powerful impact of drugs and alcohol on the children of this country reached
epidemic proportions during the 198O's and has continued to grow since that time. This
crisis has had a devastating effect on families, and particularly on the children who have
been the silent victims of prenatal exposure to drugs and alcohol. In the United States,it is estimated that between 550,000 and 750,000 of the children born each year have
been exposed to drugs or alcohol prior to birth. In addition to the biological risk that
prenatal alcohol or drug exposure poses to these children, they are at increased risk of
child abuse and neglect by parents whose need for drugs takes priority over the care of
their infants and children. tz
TABLE I
STATEWIDE PLACEMENTS RELATED TO SUBSTANCE ABUSE FOR
CHILDREN ENTERING CARE
r996-1998
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t20
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o
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How manv placements did children leaving care in 1998 experience?
Children removed from their families and piaced in foster care frequently experience
more than one placement while in care. Research shows the initial placement in foster
care is extremely traumatic for a child and additional moves once in the foster care
system can be very detrimental to the child's development. The younger the child, the
more critical the need for stability in one home becomes.
Review Board data for 1998 indicates that almost one-third of the children in foster care
(3oo/o) experienced between four and nine different foster care placements.
Table J compares the number of placements experienced by children reviewed during
1998. This data indicates that the majority of children in foster ca-re experience between
one and three different placements while in foster care.
TABLE J
TTUMBER OF PLIICEMEITTS STATEWIDE . CLOSED CASES
Comparatlvc Statistica 1996-1998
13 0R uoRE
i--*--''-----
I
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Where do children go when thev leave fostei
The number of children in the Review Board system who left care in 1998 was 1,433.
Thirty-five percent (35%) of these children were returned to their parents. Thirty-two
percent (32o/o) were legally adopted, thirteen percent (l3o/ol had legal custody transferred
to relatives or other individuals, four children, less than IVo (.1%), died during l99g and
twenty percent (2O%) left the system by emancipation. Less than one percent of those
leaving the system during 1998 left for reasons other than the five categories tracked by
the Review Board.
Table K compares the number of children in the Review Board data system who left
foster care in 1998 to the number of children leaving in each category during 1996 and1997. Data for 1998 indicates that less than fifty percent (5O%) of children who leave
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the foster care system are returned home to their birth parents. A slightly larger
percentage of children were placed with non-parents, relatives or ema.ncipated than
those who were returned home.
Adoption and returning to birth parents are the only two penn€rnent legal plans for
children who leave foster care. During 1998, adoption accounted for thirty-two percent(32%) of children leaving the Review Board system. Data for 1998 indicates a nine
percent (9oh) increase in the percentage of children adopted in each population when
comparing l997and 1998. A comparison of the number of children adopted between
L997 and 1998 indicates a twenty-one percent (2Io/o) increase.
TABLE K
STATEWIDE CLOSING RIASONS
COMPARATIVE STATISTICS 1996- 1998
DECEASED
EMANCIPATION
NON.PARENT
ADOPTION
PARENTS
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How long do children stav in the foster care svstem?
A major goal of foster care review is to achieve a permanent placement for a child as
soon as possible; therefore, it is important to measure the length of time a child spendsin care. Review Board data for 1998 shows that the average llngth of time that t child
spends in foster care has decreased from 3.10 years in 1988 to 3.2 years in 1998. Thisis a slight increase from 1997 data that showed 2.9 years as the average length of time
spent in foster care. This data applies only to children who were revie*.a Uy the ReviewBoard and who subsequently left the Review Board system. As of December 31, 199g,
L,747 children reviewed had been in foster care over twenty-four months.
It is also important to monitor the length of time that it takes the system to achieve the
designated permanent plan for each child. During 1998, 537 of the children who left
f_oster care spent longer than twenty-four months ln foster care before their plan was
finalized.
Do children return to foster care once thev leave?
There is very little longitudinal data to document what happens to children once they
leave the foster care system. A closer examination of the ieasons that children re-enter
the foster care system ser:ves to better ind.icate the real perrnanency of placements
located for children leaving the system.
Review Board data for 1998 indicates a broad percentage rernge in the type ofdisruptions for children reviewed who re-entered foster during tSSS. Rifty-seven percent(57o/ol of the children reviewed by local boards who re-entered during 1998 returnld tofoster care after having been placed with their parents; thirty-eight plercent (3g%) re-
entered after having been placed with a relative or someone who was not their parent;tlree percent (3%) re-entered care from disrupted adoptive placements; and twb percent(2oh) re-entered care from other types of placements. This dlta indicates that thepennanent plan of adoption seems to be the most stable plan for children who leave thefoster care svstem.
TABLE L
Placement Disnrption Type
children Enterlng Foster care January l, 1998 - December gl, 199g
and Reviewed by Local Boards
Disnrption fizpe Frequency 7o of Placement Disnrptions
Placement w/Parents I28 57Vo
Placement w/Relatives 85 380h
Adoptive Placement 7 3o/o
Other Tlpe of Placement 4 2o/o
TOTAL 224 tOO/"
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1998 THTRAPEUTIC MEDICND PLACEMTNT DATA
The Division of Foster Care Review operates a quality assurance review system for
emotionally disturbed Medicaid eligible children who reside in residential treatmentplacements. Local review boards who identify concerns about permanent plans for
children in therapeutic placements, the quality of treatment, or the appropriateiess of atherapeutic placement during their regular review of the child's case, may make a
referral to the Medicaid Review Specialist. The Medicaid Review Specialisi will then
conduct additional inquiries relative to the case and, if necessary, arrange a separateMedicaid staffing with appropriate parties.
The Division of Foster Care Review operates this quality assur€rnce review system for
emotionally disturbed Medicaid eligible children who reside in residential lreatmentplacements through a contract with the Department of Health and Human Services.This program has been operational since 1992.
In addition to referrals for local review boards, the Medicaid Review System is involved
with other interagency collaborative efforts on behalf of emotionally dilturbed children.The Medicaid Review Specialist is a regular participant in a ptogt* assistance effortthat offers training and technic^l assiitance to private provideis who are providingtherapeutic services to children. Routine reviews drawn i.o* a sample population of
children in select therapeutic placements also are conducted throughout thl yiar.
The majority of children in Medicaid funded therapeutic placements are managed by theManaged Treatment Services (MTS) division of the Department of Social Serviies 1oSS1.The client to staff ratio is much smaller than that oi regular DSS, and MTS staff aretrained to work specifically with emotionally disturbed children. These factors allow for
more effective and efficient treatment of children in Medicaid funded placements.
The goals of the Medicaid Review System are to: ensure that placement of emotionallydisturbed Medicaid eligible children under the age of twenty-one (21) in r."ia.rti"ftreatment is appropriate; ensure that the level of care provided io each child is offered inthe least restrictive environment appropriate to meet the child's treatment needs; make
certain that the parties responsible for the care, supervision and treatment of the child
regularly communicate with one another and Jvaluate the child's progress and
continuing need for treatment; and, ensure that permanency planning is addrEssed as apart of the child's therapeutic treatment plan. This system was incorporated into the
current structure of the Review Board and provides regular six month review for all
children in public foster care residing in therapeuti" pl-"""*.nts and tracks progress
towards achievement of case management goals for each child.
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Children in therapeutic placements funded by Medicaid represent twenty-five percent(25o/ol of the total number of active children reviewed by local boards during 199e. Thisis a three percent (3%) increase in the total population percentage when iompared to1997 data. During 1998, local review boards conducted a total of t,g8S reviJws on atotal of I,O7I children residing in Medicaid funded therapeutic placements. While thetotal number of children reviewed in this category has decreased itightly since 1997, it is
significant to note that the overall percentage of children in foster care who fall into this
category has increased.
Table M presents data as to the number of children in therapeutic placements who
entered care, left care, and remained active during the 199g time period.
TABLE M
ENTERED
THERAPEUTIC MEDTCAID PLI\CEMENTS
Comparative Data 1996-1998
lL22 l0s6 ro?1
g r996
41997
tr 1998
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The Review Board monitors children in several different types of therapeutic placements
funded by Medicaid. These placements run from the least restrictive therapeutic foster
home settings to in-patient hospitalization for severely emotionally disturbed children.
Table N describes the number and percentage of children in each of the different types of
Medicaid placements tracked by the Review Board. There has been no signi{icant
change in the number of children placed in each type of facility when compared to 1997
data.
TABLE T{
STATTIIDE LOCATIOIT TY?E . UEDICAID PLIICEUEIIT8
1996-1998 Compentlnc Dete
Thcrerutic High Moderate Rcsidotia.l Inpatidt Supcruiscd Crisig
Fostcr Home Msagement Mmagcmmt Treatmcnt Treatmcnt Independcnt ShbiliationGroup Home Group Home Prcgt?n Hospital Living progru
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The next three tables (Tables O, P, and a) compare the number of children in
therapeutic placements by selected age groups. Tables present information on the
children who were reviewed for the first time by the Review Board, children reviewed by
local boards who were active in the foster care population during 1998, and children
reviewed who were closed out of the Review Board data system during 1998.
As in the regular foster care population, Table O indicates that the largest number of
children who entered the therapeutic population and were added to the Review Board
data system are in the ten to fifteen-year-old age bracket. The number of children
entering the therapeutic population in this age bracket indicates a sixty-four percent
(640/0) increase when compared to 1997 data. The most significant statistic in this area
is that the number of children who entered the therapeutic population during 1998 in
the six to nine-year-old age bracket has more than quadrupled. The comparison of 1997
and 1998 totals reflects a three hundred and fifty percent (350%) increase in this age
bracket.
TABLE O
1996- 1998 COMPARATryE DATA
THERAPEUTIC MEDICAID PLI\CEMEI{TS
Ages of Chlldren Entering Care
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Data presented in Table P indicates that the largest population of active children in the
Review Board data system who are in Medicaid therapeutic placements are between the
ages of ten and fifteen. This is consistent with Review Board data on children in the
regular foster care population.
TABLE P
1996- T998 COMPARATIVE DATA
THERAPEUTIC MEDICAID PLACEMENTS
Ages of Children Reviewed - Active
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Table Q depicts the age of children in therapeutic placements who left care during 1998
or turned eighteen and were closed out of the Review Board system. When considered
as a separate population, the percentage of children who emancipate out of therapeutic
placements, fifty percent (50%), is more than double the percentage of the children who
emancipate out of the general foster care population which is twenty percent (2Oo/o). The
overall percentage of children emancipating out of the therapeutic population increased
by two percent (2%o) when compared to 1997 percentages.
TABLT Q
1996-1998
THERAPEUTIC MEDICAID PLACEMEIYT DATA
Ages of Children Reviewed - Leaving Care
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One difference in the population of children in therapeutic placements when compared
to the general foster care population is that there continues to be a higher percentage of
males in the active therapeutic population as compared to females. In the general foster
care population, the percentage of children of each sex is almost equally balanced. Data
for 1998 returns to 1996 patterns of males and females entering therapeutic foster care
at almost the same frequency. However, data indicates that there are fourteen percent
(L4%) more males than females represented in the active therapeutic population.
Table R provides comparative data on the sex of children in therapeutic placements.
Comparative data for 1997 and 1998 is outlined in three categories: 1) children entering
care who were reviewed for the first time by the Review Board; 2) children active in the
Review Board data system; and, 3) children who were reviewed and subsequently closed
out of the Review Board data svstem.
TABLE R
1997- 1998 THERAPEUTIC MEDICAID PLACEMET{T DATA
Comparative Statistics By Sex
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Table S describes the racial breakdown of children in therapeutic placements. This data
indicates that fifty-five percent (55%) of the children active in the therapeutic population
are black. When compared with the breakdown by sex in Table R, it appears that black
males remain active in the therapeutically placed population at a higher rate than
females.
TABLE S
1997 -I99A THERAPEUTIC PLI\CEMENT DATA
Comparative Statlstics By Race
t997 1997
ENTERING ACTIVE
CARE CASES
1997 1998
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1998 1998
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The number of foster care placements experienced by children in therapeutic settings
must be carefully monitored by those responsible for case management. Any move for a
child can have long-lasting, dramatic effects and these effects can be critically
compounded when considering a child with emotional problems. Stability should be aprimary focus of the treatment process for children in therapeutic settings. These
children, more than any others reviewed by the Review Board, will need the security and
guidance a pennanent family can provide.
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Data presented in Tabie T compares the number of different placements experienced by
children in the therapeutic population who left care in 1998 to those experienced in
1997. The number of therapeuticaliy placed children experiencing between four and
nine placements has decreased by eight percent (B%) when compared to 1997 numbers.
There has also been a slight decrease in the number of children who experience more
than ten placements before leaving therapeutic foster care.
Children in therapeutic placements leaving care during 1998 averaged a slightly longer
length of time in foster care (3.8 years) than those leaving care in the regular foster care
population (3.2 years). The average length of time in foster care for children in
therapeutic placements remaining active in the Review Board data system as of
December 31, 1998, was already eight months longer than those active children in the
regular foster care population.
TABLE T
L997-I99A THERAPEUTIC MEDICAID PLACEMENT DATA
Number of Placements - Closed Cases
l2 OR More Placements
l0- l2 Placements
7-9 Placements
4-6 Placements
l -3 Placements
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Table U compares the reasons children in therapeutic placements were closed out of the
Review Board's system during 1996, 1997 and 1998. The overa-ll percentage of the
population returning to their parents from therapeutic placements in 1998 was thirty-
five percent (35%), which is equal to the percentage of children in the general foster care
population who returned to their parents.
Review Board data for 1998 indicates that fifteen (15) children in therapeutic placements
left the foster care system to be placed in adoptive homes. Adoptive placement
represents seven percent (7%) of the reasons that children left this population during
1998. This is the first year that Review Board data has reflected permanent, adoptive
placements for children in this population.
The data also indicates that the 111 children in therapeutic placements who closed out
of the Review Board system due to emancipation represent fifty percent (50%) of the
children closed in this population during 1998. In the general foster care population,
twenty percent (2O%) of the children left care due to emancipation. Emancipation
continues to be the most frequent reason children leave therapeutic placement.
TABLE U
1996. 1998 THERAPEUTIC MEDICND DATA
Statcslde Closlag Reasons
EMANCIPATION RELATIVE ADOPTION
tr1998 0 F
DECEASED
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Table V describes the number of therapeutic Medicaid placements in each county and
Area Adoption Region. Union County had the highest percentage of children in
therapeutic placements during 1998 (100%) and Lee County reviewed no children in
therapeutic placement during 1998.
TABLE V
THTRAPEUTIC PLACEMENT BY COUNTY
January 1, 1998 - December 31, 1998
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The Medicaid Quality Assurance System conducted follow-up staffings on seventy-five
children in Medicaid funded therapeutic placements during 1998. Of the children
reviewed during these staffings, the Medicaid Review Specialist determined that
ninety-seven percent (97o/o) required residential (therapeutic) treatment services,
eighty-seven percent (87o/o) were placed in settings where they were receiving the
appropriate level and intensity of care they required and seventy-two percent (72o/o)
were in placements appropriate for their needs.t:
Another function of the Medicaid Quality Assurance Review System is to track areas
of concern identified during Medicaid staffings. These Areas of Concern are noted for
the purpose of focusing on problems which may impede and/or adversely affect the
treatment of children in Medicaid funded therapeutic placement and/or result in the
recoupment of Medicaid funding. The different Areas of Concern tracked by the
Medicaid Quality Assurance Review System are as follows:
Communication - A lack of communication or coordination exists between members
of a child's treatment team which may include: 1) the Department of Social Services
caseworker or case manager; 2) the therapist; 3) the therapeutic foster parent(s); 4)
the child; 5) the treating physician; and, 6) if appropriate, the Continuum of Care
service coordinator.
Delivery of Senrices - A delay or lack of implementatjon of therapeutic interventions
has been identifred in the child's treatment plan.
Discharge/Transitional Planning - There has been no development and/or
implementation of an appropriate plan when preparing to discharge a child from a
therapeutic program.
Monitoring/Medication - Failure to have a physician routinely and appropriately
monitor the administration of medication for a child in a tJrerapeutic setting.
Permanency Planning - There is no identifrcation of a pennanent plan by the
treatment team working as the child's case mzrnagers.
Treatment Plan - No treatment plan has been developed for the child, or there is a
treatment plan that fails to support the need for the identified level of care or the need
for treatment services. The format of the treatment plan may be inappropriate, or the
treatment plan is generic and not child-specific.
Visitation - There is insufficient visitation or contacts between the child and familv
members or signilicant others where appropriate.
Other - Refers to any problem which may adversely affect treatment services not
otherwise identified.
Table W compares the frequency and percentages of Areas of Concern identified
during Medicaid staffrngs during 1997 and 1998. The most significant increases
indicated by this data were in the categories of delivery of services and treatment
planning.
13 Percentagesareroundedtothenearesttenthofapercent. Insomecases,informationreceivedwasinsufficienttomakeaccurate
assessments on several children from each category.
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TABLT W
COMPARATIVE STATISTICS . MEDICAID RTVIEW AREAS OF CONCERN
JANUARY 1, 1998 - DECEMBER 31, 1998
ARTA OF COI|CERI{ t997Frequenql
1998
Frequency
t997 o/o
of
Concernb
'19:98 o/o
of
Concems
1) Permanency Planning 23 13 25o/o t7%
2) Treatment Planning 30 30 33% 40%
3) Other 0 0 Oo/o Oo/o
4) Delivery of Services 3 13 3o/o L7o/o
5) Communication 21 L2 23% l7o/o
6) Visitation 9 4 loo/o 5Vo
7) Discharge/Transition Planning 3 2 3o/o 3o/o
8) Monitoring Medication 2 1 2o/o lo/o
TOTALS 91 75 roo% '1OOo/o
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IN CONCLUSION - A WORD FROM THT CHILDREN
The most important players in the child welfare system are seldom heard. What do
the children think? How do the children feel? Again this year, the Division of Foster
Care Review wants to give the children a chance to be heard. Several of the following
articles and artwork are reprinted from South Carolina YOUth Connected, i
publication of the south carolina Department of social services.
HEPRY 
€O ROI'ND
My life hos bcan like o mcrry 9o round
No ploce to stoy olnroys rnoving oround
Wondering, wondering does onybody core?
In aluroys feelitg thot life isrr't foir
Con soneone tell me whot's 9oin9 to hoppen to ma?
f find rnyself worrying - does onybody see?
l{y life hqs becn full of heortbreak qnd feor
Wondering, wondering - does onybody hcor?
When I grow up whot will I be?
My life ccrtoinly nokes no sanse to me
Living my life in confusion wss never thc plon
It's gottan so bod thqt sonetimes I ron
Plcose let my life 9et bctter, f proy
Scorching eoch dcy thot 6od will show me the woy
ileonwhile, will someone hclp me 9et unwound
And sfop my life on this merry go round
When I Grow Up
bg @nutko,H.
Whcn I grorv up, I wosld llkc to visit ond
tolk to oll of thc foster porrnts I hore nopd
wfttr. I obo uould like to ffnd mony d rry bratr
crr ond sist€6.
But for now, l'd likt to soy l'm hoppy.
I ros odoptcd by my foster Porlnts on
Jonuory 20, 1998. I live wlth thcm In 5t.
lr{otthevs. I gct orything I wqnt ond vcry scl-
dom do I long to visit nry bbloglcol moilhcr.
Eran though I hovcn't bcaun yet to thlnk
fully obout lih, I hovc dccidcd thst I wlll bc on
ordriffiwtrcn lgrowup. lobowlll bco nrbllc
spcokcr. I will tcll pcoplc obout my llfc or o
foacr drild ond try to inffucncc pcoplc ncrvrr
to ghr" up thcir ld.rr.
My mon couldn't toka coc d mc bcourc
shc dld not how o stoble lob ord horrc fu
ma or rny brottpr.
Wrcn I grow ug I will tokr cole of my lftb
lf I horc ony brcousc I don'twont pcoplc Aruw-
ir€ up rrordcrlng why thcy'rc not with fnir
blologlcol polcflE.
Carofo H. ir o l3to'oH xAo Hrs h Stfldnrr.By Kristot, 17 yars old
\8"
Elmo's Smile
Elmo's smile wos olwoys o funrry smib to me. Whcn f wos o chiH, f never knew when
he ios hoppy or sod 'couse of his smile. Thot's how my smil? wos when f come in
D55 custody, like Elmo's snile. I didn't know whether to be hoppy or sod'couse of
ollthe chorges.
Franrterio, 17 ycors old
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0 ol, ol, Dahosho b
IrOVe
by Sha.q #45
Lorr b o gombh.
Lorr b o gome.
8qE gctyou prlgmnt,
And pu tokc thc blonre.
T*o rrcks d rufhrlng,
Nhr months of poln,
no dq1s in ttrc horpltol
Ard o bobyto nome.
Hc'll coll pu cute.
He'll coll ;ou ffnc.
&rt *'hcn the boby comes out,
Hc'll rq it's not minc.
ShoC Jas ir 15 yron ord. ShG lircs o!
Eprcrttr Grikhn! Hqrp in Cdtmtio.
Dcor lulofhcr orrd Fother,
You obondoned me when f wos
younger, ond f hod to toke the
rcsponsibility ot toking core of your
children. f hod no time to be o child.
f wos on odult rnost of my youth. I
ofso did not get enough of my
cducotioml needs met becouse I hod
to stoy hone be,couse you were loo
busy getting drunk or high.
I fccl thot ny love wos token for
gronted. f wish fhot you, os tny
porants, hod token responsibility ond
listencd to some of the peoplc who
lova you dcarly. f miss you.
Crystol F., 17 ycars old
bg Ltttle hqhe
Thcrr orr short pcoplc,
toll pcoplG,
thin pcoplc,
big pcoplc.
Therc ore coring peoplc,
pcoglc wtro hotc.
Butforoll kind of peoplc
you mcet, rcu should
olways loc pcoplc.
Linta Eryiac b o 16loor,& v/p
liesinrlfuoC,olln}.
Feople
'My Brothetr'
bg lbsha
'My brothcrs ore importont to me
becouse they ore the only fomi[ f
hove,' Tosho says. 'f hove hod
thcm oround tne rfh"re f could love
than.'
nt,r'']''at'd.r 4t |,itar?,'lb
A.!vv!
tr
rlr
'.F j
I ltttt lr-\-r\/
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